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The miners' strike has dominated political discussion for over a year. Put another way, more crap has 
been written about it from every hue of the visible political spectrum than about any other event. 

Now Playtime shuffles into the marketplace after it's all over, only to find itself alongside the jackals 
picking over every scrap of fallen 'truth'. There's a lot about the strike in this issue, so we should say 
now : it's not our intention to sell ourselves using the strike as a !ass-leader, just as we haven't used 
it as a 'cause' that we could abandon ourselves to. 

Class struggle in the mining communities is about our class-and thus in a sense about us, our 
own struggles, our own hopes. But in a more real sense it's not about us in London, ninety miles from 
the nearest pit. 

Finding ourselves in the position of interested but largely helpless spectators, and in the presence 
of so many narcissists and politicians, it's hard not to feel a bit self-conscious writing about it. Why 
risk looking like one of them? Others are asking the same question. The silence now about the strike 
in some quarters is deafening, while the absence of sound from those now talking the loudest is even 
more marked. 

So why? Because it is 'images' of the miners' strike which are painted on the backcloth 
behind every class struggle in Britain today. 

The miners' strike began as an initiative by the strikers 
themselves, was maintained through the initiatives of the mining 
communities, and only ended when a majority of the strikers saw 
it wasn't going to achieve its object The strikers· aim was to 
force the National Coal Board (NCB)/Government to cancel their 
plans for the industry-a programme of rapid closures involving 
20,000 'voluntary' redundancies. In this they have been 
unsuccessful. 

Talk now is of 20 closures over the next year (4/5 in South 
Wales, 2/3 in Scotland and the North East, 6 each in Yorkshire 
and the Midlands) and 50,000 redundancies. NCB A.rea Directors 
have been told to do an 'exercise' in seeing how many 
1·edundancies could be made without affecting production targets. 
As this is written, the struggle over the first two closures-Frances 
and Bedwas-is underway. 

It's been said that the most remarkable thing about the strike 
was that it happened at all, after years of induced recession and 

insubstantial the 'realistic limits' can be. 
It's no insult to the determination and courage shown by the 

majority of miners to point out that they still made relatively little 
effo11 to overcome the difficulties of extending the strike, as 
opposed to standing firm. In fairness to them, most strikers had a 
sensible view of what they might achieve. The aim was not 
proletarian revolution, but to stop the Macgregor Plan. 
Nevertheless once mass picketing had been defeated, it became 
a (very iarge) sit-at-home strike. It is still a tribute to them that it 
remained as determined as it had ever been, well after the point 
that power cuts and large-scale outsid solidarity became unlikely, 
and the lack of resolve of the non-'militant' NUM leaders became 
obvious 

For some 'revolutionary observers· the NUM became the 
focus for their private ambitions. much as Solidarnosc was a 
couple of years ago. On the other side some tried to cast it as 

Mr Benn, MP for the mining constituency of Chesterfield~ 
reiterated his belief that the whole · Labour movement 
ought to be preparing for a general strike in defence ot 
civil liberty and free trade unionism. ··j 

tile 'new realism' it has bred amongst workers. (In fact we said 
this in the last issue.) This truism is used by many in a patronising 
sense. "Jolly good show, chapsl Pretty good effort, given the 
sticky wicket you were playing onl". As if defeat was inevitable. 
Ahsolute rubbish. In fact, the strike provides a bas1c lesson in the 
nature of mass class struggle. That it arises from the anger 
generated by specific and usually local grievances, but once the 
ball has been set rolling it achieves a momentum of its own. 

The hardline National Union of Mineworkers (NUM) leadership 
had been trying to get a national strike for some years, and had 
been rebuffed in a series of votes. They were as surprised at the 
development of this strike as anyone else-but knew, for all the 
problems (bad timing, no planning, high coal stocks, etc.). that 
this was the only chance they were going to get. They worked 
hard to make the best of a bad JOb 

The union didn't plan the strike. and neither was it some sort 
of logical 'miners next step' in response to the effects of the 
build-up to restructuring. (Not JUSt the JOb losses through closures. 
but those through mechanisation and reorganisation. And the 
speed-ups and increased work disc1plme for those left. AI! aga1nst 
the background of the grievences over pay) But bad as the 
effects were, workers as 'militant as the m1ners have stoically 
put up with worse. Equally the walkout at Cortonwood colliery 
wasn't the first local strike Rgamst a closure since the present 
round of restructuring began. Th1s time. as the strikers' anger led 
a minonty to step outside 'new realism . 1t gave both them and 
the maJOnty of the1r fellow m1ners a new perspective on what 
act1ng realistically could mean. The way m which th1s struggle 
erupted-and was pursued-aga1nst the odds. shows how 

the un1que agent of the strikes defeat (up to 11 1/2 months before 
the strikes end). Both views are total shit "Fhe function of unions 
is to mediate in class struggle. At least-worst they 'represent' the 
anger of workers to management, and 'represent' the response 
of management back agam. The price of keeping their stake in 
the middle management of capitalist society has been their 
readiness to actively focus and channel workers' anger, and 
actively police the accords they arrive at with the bosses. Unions 
can never be a form of organisation suitable for revolution-unless 
revolution simply means kicking out the old bosses to replace 
them with new ones. (The closely-related dream of sharing out 
the authority over capitalist society between everyone is just that, 
an impossible dream). 

On the other hand. those 'revolutionaries' who saw the union 
as t~c principal Bogeyman simply developed workerist versions 
of ·Green' politics. The militant faction in the NUM leadership 
wanted a strike (on the;r terms). Far from going out of their way 
to sabotage direct aciion, the executive was wholly pragmatic. It 
was quite happy to see VIOlence, disruption, anything you like. Its 
objection wasn't to these. it was to bad publicity. They didn't just 
tolerate rank and file initiative, they counted on it. 

Not being responsible for disruption, but still being the body 
best able to sort 1t out. 1s an old union stance. After the revisions 
to union law by the Tones it has become the norm. But this isn't 
the same as say1ng that all unions are interested in stamping on 
militancy. On the contrary for the NUM (like some others, eg the 
!\JGA). rank and file militancy and initiative is what gives the 
strength to the1r negotiating positions. Just as long as they remain 
m charge of negotations, and the militant-dominated delegate 



He said : "With the banning of the trade unions at Cheltenham, 
the destruction of the GLC, the possibility they may put Arthur 
Scargill in jail, people have got to make up their minds- are we 
going to sit and watch it on the telly or start thinking about it." 



Sir Alfred Sherman, an ex-Marxist who 
is one of Mrs Thatcher's most ideological 
advisers, also chose the language of the 
Left to attack the miners. Coal miners, he 
argued in The Times (21 June 1984) were 
not 'generating surplus value but deficit 
value, hence they exploit their fellow 
workers'. They represent 'sheer 
conservatism, attempting to preserve 
nineteenth century patterns of 
employment' and fetishise 'what Marx 
called "rural idiocy" in an isolated, quasi 
tribal, one-class society'. 

But what had been won on the 
picketline? Among the miners themselves 
the limits imposed on pick~tting< have 
occasioned some searching inquests. But 
not on the hard Left. Nor has it wondered 
why traditional industrial action has 
nowhere matched the breathtaking 
solidarity spanning NUPE domestics in 
Belfast, printers in London, lesbians and 
gays, black workers and Greenham women 
... sending money, f()()({, entenainment, 
love and affection - and pickets. It's a 
relationship that has brought a cultural 
revolution in the coalfields. 



Mrs Marsland said: "We bave 
to mobilise our women and tiM 
our y1omen as they have been 
used so· effE'cti'Vely within the 
dispute in t;he NUM." 

Mrs Gilbert · said: "Tbet~~e 
women are hungry to take:thelr 
place in society. We would look 
to see positive action by the 
TUC to aid the. education and 
politicisation of these women."' 



About Playtime 
The Reality 
Workers Playtime, the revolutionary answer to The Face, is collectively 
edited, typeset, designed and printed by a tiny clique of rich, talented 
and extremely glamorous people. 

The Myth 
After the long illness and death earlier this year of the London Workers 
Group (LWG), to which most of us belonged at one time or another, 
Workers Playtime began to take on the functions of a fully-autonomous 
fifth-generation political life-support system (a group). 

What happened to the LWG, which at its best was a vehicle for 
transsectarian discussion and activity, showed the present tendency for 
revolutionary circles to fragment into a series of separate activist or 
ideological 'rumps'. 

Apart from anything else, this issue of Playtime should reflect our 
dissatisfaction with this state of affairs. For us, corresponding with and 
talking to like-minded people becomes at the same time more difficult 
and more important than ever. Up to now, we have relied almost 
entirely on informal contacts for criticism and a wider discussion of what 
we were doing. Even so, there was very little useful feedback from 
those people who claimed to read the paper. This is one reason why we 
seize on almost any response as an excuse for a lengthy reply (see 
Nationalism Today and What is Playtime Standing In?): and why the 
paper sometimes seems like a gigantic wind-up, as we try harder and 
harder to provoke our reader to retaliate. 

So the appeals for comment, criticism and contributions are not just 
a libertarian ritual. We are repeating it now. It makes a lot of difference 
to our desire and ability to continue (and no, we will not take an empty 
postbag as a clear signal that you want us to pack it in.) In return, we 
promise·to try and deal properly with the letters and publications we 
receive. Also, we'd be happy to meet people face-to-face, formally or 
informally, in London or wherever you are-drop usao~ille. 

In the near future we plan to have a readers' meeting which we hope 
you'll try and come to (there aren't many of you). It will not be just 
another boring political meeting if we can help it. Get in touch if you're 
interested. 

If you do write an article or letter for publication, please try and make 
it as long or as short as it deserves to be, and that doesn't necessarily 
mean following the example of past and presentPiaytimes. We don't 
have an editorial line or political code for contributions-but that doesn't 
mean we won't know what's wrong with you, and we don't guarantee to 
print anything (you think this stuff's bad? You shoald see some of the 
things we wrote and threw in the bin.) It doesn't have to be about 
workplace . struggle or capitalist politics either-that's just been the 
majority fetish of Playmates in the past. We don't regard these as the 
only sites of struggle, or as being more important than its appearance 
elsewhere. In future we hope that the content of Playtime will show this 
more clearly. We would particularly like to get accounts of struggles that 
people are themselves involved in, or close to. 

We promise to interfere with contributions as little as possible, but 
please be prepared to discuss them before they are printed, and maybe 
make changes. That means letting us know how we can contact you, 
after you've sent us something. 

This is the first issue of Workers Playtime for six months. Reasons/ 
excuses are hinted at elsewhere-dare. you doubt them.? To our 
certified and committed readers, we apologise for the delay; to the rest, 
sorry for reappearing. By way of compounding.the crime.on both sides, 
this .is a bumper double issue. 

After being off the streets (well, the shelves of lefty bookshops) for 
so long, we've come up with what we regard as a class issue-this 
glossy stuff fell off the back of a bankrupt printshop. The articles, 
though, are the usual collection of space-fillers, and next time it'll be 
back to the usual bog-standard paper. 

We aren't assisted by the GLC, CIA, or South American millions as 
far as we know (but thanks to Aldgate Press, 01-247 3015, for help.) 
You on the other hand could do a lot by: 

Subscribing (£3.00 inland and overseas surface mail, £4.00 air mail.) 

Taking a bundle of 5 or more copies, at a discount of 25% on the cover 
price. We pay postage and packing. 

Buying a complete set of 9 back issues. £2.00. 

Sending us all your money. 

Please don't make out cheques or money orders to 'Workers Playtime', 
because we still don't have a bank account. Instead, leave the name of 
the payee blank. Send them, together with letters, articles, graphics, 
complaints, ideas, recruits, death threats etc. to us at this address: 

Workers Playtime, c/o 84b Whitechapel High St., London E1. 

Ai111s & Principles 
Adopted from those formulated 

by the Calderwood 15 
One of the difficulties that has beset the production of this issue 
of Playtime has been our lack of programmatic clarity. We had 
reached the point of wondering whether Playtime would ever 
appear again when we received a copy of the Aims and 
Principles of the Calderwood 15 from Glasgow. This so exactly 
expressed our unformalised moves towards political coherence 
that the invisible dictatorship behind Playtime has decided, in line 
with our views on democracy, that Playtime will adopt the 
platform as a first step in the increasingly essential task of 
achieving a meaningful national regroupment of the revolutionary 
milieu. A 100% vote to this effect will take place at the next 
International of our fraction. The clarity we have achieved by 
adopting these guidelines for communist practice has provided 
the POLITICAL will to complete this report to the class and to 
commence planning the future of our tendency. 

1 WP rigorously oppose the fundamentalist application 
of the nee-essentialist meta critique to everyday life. 

2 That meta critique is IN ITSELF merely a PARTIAL 
critique of the PREVAILING EXTINGENCIES observed 
to be determinant in the modern world. 

3 Organisational fetishism which is the unconscious 
expression of this mediated social milieu REALISES 
this abstracted( .•. ) in its inverted form. 

4 Language, like consciousness, only moves from the 
need, the necessity of intercourse with other (wo)men 
(sic). 

5 If Lenin existed it would be necessary to REINVENT 
him. 

6 That the nee-essentialist meta critique has gained 
mass recognition is TANTAMOUNT to the 
PREMATURE RECUPERATION of self-activity. 

7 This sensuous self-activity, deriving from the 
SPECTACULAR REPRESENTATION OF THE 
GLISTENING COMMODITY, demonstrates the 
historical development of the workers movement. 

8 The class must IMMEDIATELY seize the means of 
reproduction and replace the structures of domination 
with their liberated desires. 

9 The banal meta language of sport will be measured to 
the needs of the participants. 

10 Capital and its NATURAL CONCOMMITANTthe State, 
having FULFILLED their historical role, have 
SUCCUMBED, at this juncture to the IMMANENT 
POWER OF THE WORKERS COUNCILS. 

11 We reject the mystification of infantile jargonism. The 
revolution is realised in the clarity of programmatic 
analysis. Thus, we strive at all times for simplicity and 
directness in word and deed. 

12 Capital's invasion of all aspects of everyday life and its 
colonisation of all forms of social relationships must in 
itself lead us to~ rejection of all relationships and the 
establishment of a critique of all forms of human 
interaction under the prevailing conditions of modern 
capitalism in its decadent phase. 

13 The collective self-transformation implicit in 
unmediated revolutionary struggle is best achieved 
within a structure of federated autonomous grouplets. 
The impossibility of collective action unfettered by the 
snapping guard-dogs of internalised capitalist 
ideology and the modified nee-essentialist critique of 
the damming of the free flow of human creativity under 
the prevailing forms of oppression, mean that the 
optimum size of such grouplets should be less than 
two. 

14 WP does not aspire to the leadership but merely 
succeeds in bringing the torch of enlightenment to the 
class. 



'Your readers have 
injected hope into tragedy' 

November 31, 1984 FORWARD WITH ETHIOPIA 17 airr 

A:S M~ H.t:AHU THE NEWS THAT THE MIRAGE 
GROUP'S MERCY FLIGHT HAD REACHED ITS 
DESTINATION OUR PUBLISHER MOHAMMED 
MUHKSWAL SPOKE FOR US ALL : 

"THIS IS GREAT NEWS!" 

"I AM DELIGHTED WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO CUT 
THROUGH THE BLUE TAPE AND GET THE 
SUPPLIES TO WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED. OUR 
READERS CAN FEEL PROUD OF THE PART THEY 
HAVE PLAYED. THEY HAVE NOT PASSED BY 
WITH DOWNCAST EYES - NOW LET'S ALL EYES 
DOWN AND MAKE IT A MILLION FOR THE 
MIRAGE APPEAL!" 

"BUT THE CHALLENGE FACING ALL OF US IN 
THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONS OF THf EA$T IS 
.HOW TO DEAL WITH THE CAUSES OF DISASTER 
AS WELL AS IT'S EFFECTS. LIVING AS WE DO IN 
NATIONS WHERE THE DESTRUCTIVE FORCES 
OF HUMAN NATURE HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED 
THE HORROR OF COAL FAMINE IS ALMOST 
UNIMAGINEABLE." 

"WE MUST UNITE TO BRING AID TO THE 
SUFFERING PEOPLE OF THE WESTERN ISLES. 
BUT ONCE UNITED WE CANNOT REST UNTIL 
PRODUCTION FAMINE, CLASS STRUGGLE AND 
ALL THE OTHER DtSASTERS OF HUMAN 
NATURE HAVE BEEN CONQUERED AND SWEPT 
INTO THE HISTORY BOOKS. THIS IS THE 
MESSAGE OF HOPE THE MIRAGE GROUP 
.PLEDGES ITSELF TO CHAMPION. THIS IS THE 
VISION OF THE NEW TOMORROW WE MUST ALL 
FIGHT TO REALISE." 

"Here-we1JO, Here-we1JO, 
Here-we1JO .... " To the dirge 
of a tribal brass band 3,000 
frail childrens voices chanted 
a song of welcome and happi
ness. The Mirage Group's 
mercy convoy had arrived at 
a dusty village square in the 
heart of Britain's Coal Famine 
disaster area. But that mess

. age was· not just for us but 
for the millions of big-hearted 
Daily Mirage readers whose 
donations have brought vital 
foodrand drugs to this village 
of tears, where each dawn 
brings its new crop of bodies 
to swell the numbers lying at 
rest in the catacombs cut 
hundreds of feet in the rock 
below ground. 

It was only this morning that 
I rode into this living hell with 
the first of the trucks, at the 
end of our gruelling 400 mile 
trek past the ghost towns of 
Shotton and Corby, across 
some of the worlds toughest 
territory. It is a region whose 
normal population has swe'll
ed to ten times normal size 
with an influx of blue robed 
armed nomads from the worse 

' 

From Wali Pilja in 
Edlington, Britain, Saturday 

hit desert regions to the 
south. There it is rumoured 
many of 'the population are 
forced to survive on brown 
rice and lentils. 

Crowds of kids ran along side 
our vans on spindly legs wav
ing wildly and gleefully shout· 
ing their word for a black 
man. Tonight the first of the 
supplies are being handed out 
to the ravenously hungry 
families to whom it means 
the difference between life 
and death. 

Excited urchins, some of 
them almost too weak to 
salute, gazed wide eyed as 
our supplies of black pudding, 
pork scratchings and mushy 
peas were unloaded in the 
scruffy market place. 

Pushing forward, her little 
face eagerly uplifted, a two 
year old girl held up a bony 
hand for her bright orange 
mug to be filled with Tetley's 

, 

Bitter. She smiled her thanks 
and clutched my trouser leg 
tightly as she gratefully gulp
ed it down. 

"This is the kind of help we 
need" said a desperately 
overworked local official of 
Libya's Miners Christmas 
Appeal Fund, "One mug of 
Tetley's is worth a thousand 
do110od women's committees 
sitting around trying to make 
up their minds." 

Yards away from us stood a 
young mother clutching her 
starving six month old baby 
in her arms. Suddenly . in an 
unforgettable gesture she 
held her wizened and wasted 
baby boy high above her head, 
the emaciated infants sunken 
eyes staring out full of sadness 
and suffering. 

That frantic mothers moving 
cry· for help and thousands 
more like it are being answer
ed tonight as our shipment is 
distributed - the first aid 
from the East to get directly 
through to the stricken areas. 

@Mirage Newspapers 1984 

AID ROW PROBE 
As the Mirage Mercy Flight brought hope to 
the stricken regions of Britain, a new scandal 
erupted over the distribution of aid by the 
country's ruling Reaganite junta. Russian aid 
organisations last night confirmed reports that 
shipments of millions of tons of coal were 
being stockpiled· in Government yards instead 
of being distributed to British furnaces. The 
vital shipments paid for by Polish and Viet
namese workers had been rushed to Britain to 
stave off the disaster that threatens as the 
electricity system collapses. 

Off-the-record British Government sources 
blamed transport problems for the failure to 
distribute the aid, while official spokesmen 
refused to comment on allegations of 
corruption and incompetence. 

Eastern aid organisations have made official 
complaints about the British Governments 
failure to deal with the civil unrest which is 
hampering their work. 

In the worst hit areas villagers huddle around 
crude communal fires built using fuel from 
the.ir now useless vehicles. Where this has run 
out there have been reports that Government 
buildings have been torn apart in the desperate 
search for fuel. 

But while this tragic Rome burns the Nero's 
of Westminster are fiddling tile books. To the 
hard hearted totalitarian rulers of Britain 
keeping their hands on the reins of power 
supply is more important than the ruin, 
despair and violence they are reaping. 



Dock Strikes '84 
When a national dock strike was announ· 

ced by the TGWU leadership from midnight 
on 9th. July, it might have seemed that, for 
the first time in the current miners' strike, 
there was the real possibility of a 'second 
front' being opened up in the class struggle. 

The same basic issue was at stake in both 
industries; job security. Many dockers had 
already shown a degree of solidarity with 
the miners by blacking coal and iron ore 
movements, Even the bourgeois press and 
TV was carrying statements like "soon, no 
doubt, miners and dockers will be joining 
each other on the picket lines", and put
ting out dire warnings about the consequen
ces of the strike continuing. 

By the time the first strike had collapsed, 
it was beginning to look as though they 
needn't have worried. 

The strike was called by the T&G's 
national docks committee, after British 
Steel used workers who were not registered 
dockers, to unload iron ore at Immingham 
dock on the Humber. The ore in question 
was bound for Scunthorpe steelworks, and 
had been blacked by Immingham dockers 
in support of the miners. The steel 
corporation was directly contravening the 
terms of the National Dock Labour Scheme 
which reserves dock work for registered 
dockers while providing them with job 
security and large redundancy payments 
to encourage them to leave the industry. 

The union's case was partly that British 
Steel had been asked not to bring in private 
contractors to move ore until the outcome 
of the July 9th coal negotiations was 
known. In other words, the union leaders 
had been hoping that by then some kind of 
deal would have been cobbled together 
over the miners' strike, so the dockers 
could be kept out of it. 

The effect of the national strike call was 
to push the issue of how to organise effect
ive blacking of coal and iron ore neatly to 
one side, turning it into a national disagree
ment within the dock industry between the 
T&G and the National Association of Port 
Employers (NAPE) over the precise terms 
of the DLS. At the same time, it played 
upon the dockers' real fears ·about the 
future of the scheme, which has come 
under greater and greater pressure from the 
government and employers, as the volume 
of port trade has declined and dockers have 
become less and less willing to take 

voluntary redundancy, as unemployment 
has risen. 

This pushing-aside of the blacking issue 
was made apparent as soon as the strike 
was called, when a train-load (equivalent to 
perhaps two road convoys) of iron ore was 
taken from Imrningham to Scunthorpe un
hindered. Furthermore, on the fourth day 
of the strike (July 13th) there were talks 
between NAPE and the T&G. British Steel 
- which is represented in NAPE as a port 
employer - said they had employed a 
specialist operator to load trucks with a 
mechanical shovel : it was just that they 
couldn't fmd dockers who were prepared 

to be paid to observe the work (as was 
standard practice). BS were, however, 
perfectly prepared to square everything 
with the DLS by training dockers to use 
the equipment. The union negotiators' 
reply to this was not to affirm that the ore 
was blacked in any case, but to call for a 
guarantee that· the' employers would do 
everything possible to avoid a breach of the 
scheme rather than leaving it for the Dock 
Labour Board to sort out. 

The 13000 registered dockers in the 
DLS ports stopped work as soon as the 
strike was called, but the major non-scheme 
ports (around · 22000 dockers are outside 

Small but feisty proletarian takes on petty-bourgeois 
element at Tilbury 



the scheme), such as Felixstowe, Dover, 
Harwich and Newcastle, carried on working. 
The effect of the stoppage at this stage was 
to strand 75% of cargo along with over 100 
tankers and cargo ships although there was 
~very possibility that cargo could be re
routed through non-scheme ports. 

Throughout the strike, there were almost 
no picketing initiatives. This is not 
something which can be put down to any 
reluctance to participate in the strike by 
the dockers, or even to bureaucratic union 
control of the strike. The simple fact is 
that there has been traditionally very little 
reason for dockers to picket out other 
dockers. Until recent years, they had · 
tended to 'strike first and ask questions 
later' when their mates in other ports were 
in trouble, and strikes were usually 
completely solid. For various reasons- the 
relative security that the dockers have 
gained, the destruction of dockland comm
unities, and so on - striking dockers can 
no longer rely on this sort of 'automatic 
solidarity', any more than the miners can. 

On July 14th, Felixstowe fmally voted to 
join the strike, but they wer0 not prepared 
to disrupt passenger services. The previous 
evening, a 'ban called by the National 
Union of Seamen (NUS) on Sealink freight 
transport began. This was in protest at the 
privatisation of Sealink, and opened up the 
possibility ·of Dover dockers becoming 
involved, because many of them are in the 
NUS rather than the T&G (although sub
sequent events were to show that union 
divisions remained as firm as ever.) 

On Monday July 16th, Dover voted to 
stop all freight, but on the same day tug
men in Swansea went back to work as did 
200 dockers at two oil industry supply 
depots. In neither case did other ·dockers 
do anything to counter this. 

TURNING THE QUAY 

Over the next couple of days, the reluct
ant strikers of Dover were given just the 
excuse they'd been waiting for when lorry 
drivers began to blockade channel ports in 
protest at not being able to· take their 
lorries onto the ferries. It began with a 
small number of owner-drivers using their 
lorries to block the entrance to a 
Townsend-Thoresen ferry at Calais, and 
quickly spread to Dunkirk, Ostend and 
Zeebrugge. Around 300 lorries which had 
been parked on the M20 for the duration 
of the strike began to move off in convoy 
for Dover, to negotiate with the Harbour 
Board. By the next day, the dockers' shop 
stewards had called off the freight ban 
'because of fea,rs of violence in the port'. 

Much was made by the press and TV of 
the fact that many of the lorry drivers were 
in the T &G. While it is true that there was 
an almost complete absence of solidarity 
from lorry workers (as there has been 
during the miners' strike), this obscures the 
fact that a large number of the drivers, in
cluding the initiators of the blockades, 
were self-employed owner-drivers. These 
petty-bourgeois scum never have any sym
pathy towards striking workers, which is 
not entirely surprising, since their· class 
interest in a narrow sense lies in pursuing 

24-HOUR MINI-SCAB SERVICE -
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their businesses above all else. The only 
reasonable proletarian response is to burn 
their lorries. 

With the precedent set by Dover, the 
strike quickly collapsed.. The next day 
there were votes all ov~r the country to 
return to work. 

At the same time the NUS called off its 
ban on Sealink freight and decided to talk 
to Sealink's new bosses, Sea Containers, in
stead. Jim Slater, General Secretary of the 
NUS, said the union did not want to 
appear to be "dragging them to the 
negotiating table". Meanwhile, the dock 
employers made no promises whatsoever 
about future breaches of the DLS. They 
just reaffirmed their commitment to the 
existing procedure. Adding insult to injury, 
the T&G's national docks officer John 
Connolly described this as a "great victory"! 

BOLLARDSTOTHE~ON 

When a national strike was called again 
just over a month later, it's hardly 
surprising that it was less enthusiastically 
supported, with most dockers presumably 
adopting the fatalistic attitude that "if the 
T&G are running the show it must be a 

. waste of time" and very few attempting to 
take the struggle into their own hands in' 
any significant way. That the relu~tancefo 
strike cannot just be put down to· the 
dockers' 'apathy', or unwillingness to join a 
'political' strike in support of the miners, 
can be seen from the fact that in 
Northumbria, dockers respected miners' 
picket lines at docks bringing in coal even 
while they themselves were ignoring the 
strike call. 

This time, the strike was called in 
response to the BSC allowing a coal ship 
called the Ostia to dock at Hunterston in 
Ayrshire, without T&G boatmen to moor 
the ship. They used a local contract firm 
instead. The T&G had blacked the ship 
after talks had broken down between the 
T&G and BSC over the level of coal and 
iron ore supplies to Ravenscntig steel works. 

In Scotland, dockers . responded 
immediately with solid strikes in all 12 
scheme ports. None of Jhe · large 
non-scheme ports in England joined at any 

· stage, and the situation in the English 
scheme ports was a complete mess, with 
dockers either unable to decide whether 
they were in or out, or serious splits within 
ports. For e~ample, on the second day of 
the strike, · dockers at Grimsby and 
lmmingham voted to work, only to reverse 

. their decision two days later, resulting in 
400 striking and 260 working. 

In the first week, there was a series of 
confused mass-meetings. In Bristol, 1 the 
meeting on Tuesday broke up in confusion 
after shop stewards refused to allow a vote. 
In a vote at Tilbury on Thursday, shop 



stewards tried to blatantly rig the vote by 
means of a confusing resolution which led 
many dockers to believe they were voting 
for a return to work, when in fact they 

voting to strike. Two days before, 
had held an unofficial meeting 

to return - but only 40 of 
by's (a sort of dockland 

merry band of scabs 
line. This scenario 

onto the workings of the Dock Labour 
Scheme, this time around they could safely 
. make a gesture to the and at the 
same time sabotage strike by 
quietly shelving he DLS. 

they say is that pickets should act in a 
"disciplined and peaceful manner", even 
when provoked, and should obey the 
instructions of union officials at all times. 

By the end of the third week, a shabby 
deal was being patched together, involving 
seedy union hacks and slippery labour 
politicians at the highest levels. Even Neil 
Pillock himself was involved, but the 
talks (between the ISTC and T &G over 
coal quotas) were initiated by the MP for 
Motherwell, whose constituency includes 
Ravenscraig (Labour Needs those scab 
votes!). 

At the end of it all, the British Steel 
Corporation gave away nothing over the 
employment of non-dock labour, and the 
T&G agreed to meet the BSC/lSTC quota 
within two months. 

Another 'great victory'. 

first step was to introduce compulsory registration for 
and to require them to accept transfers between ports 

the ports on the East coast to the· now crucially import
on the West coast of Britain.) This register was started 

the only other groups covered by registration 
_.,.,.,uua= such as scientists and engineers. This was not 

first time registers, which had the effect of increasing work 
discipline and reinforcing the division between dockers and 
other semi-employed proletarians, had been introduced. But it 
was the first timethey had been successfully introduced on a 
lar_ge scale -previously dockers had resisted them. In 1912 
at Birkenhead, Merseyside, the register drawn up by the main 
union and port employers was only imposed after a long and 
bitter strike was broken by scabs brought in by the union. 

This time, the registration package was unusual in that empl
oyers had to register as well. Later, a national corporation was 
established and ports administration was overseen by local 
boards, on which sat equal numbers of union and employer 
representatives. 

Despite around 30 strikes in each war year, and rising 
osente:etsm as the war progressed, union representatives proved 



very valuable to the government and the bosses, by enabling 
them to abolish a large number of 'restrictive practises'. It was 
generally felt in government circles that there could be no 
return to the laissez-faire chaos of the pre-war years. Despite 
resistance from the employers, the scheme was properly instit
utionalised in 194 7. Casual labour was to stay, but it was suff
iciently well-regulated to provide dock labour when and where 
British capital required it. 

BERTH OF A NATION 

The National Dock Labour Scheme (NDLS) was, not 
surprisingly, hailed by many leftists and trade unionists as 
extremely progressive because it was a form of "workers' 
control". The General Secretary of the Transport & General 
Workers Union described it as a "brave experiment". The 
implication of this point of view being that through belonging 
to a strong union, the dockers had been given a 'say' in 'their' 
industry. 

This is totally misleading. The 'dual control' aspect of the 
scheme was more an attempt to shore-up a rather weak trade 
union set-up, so that the industry could be reorganised without 
too much bother from the workers. Ultimately, the scheme 
paved the way for containerisation in the 1960s. 

The historical weakness of the unions in the docks was the 
result of two causes ; the inherent difficulty of maintaining 
any sort of representative body composed of casual labourers, 
and the infonnal rank-and-flle strength exercised by the dockers. 

Two important consequences of this were the always-high level 
of unofficial strikes (after WW2 the T&G didn't make any strike 
official untill961, despite over a dozen major stoppages taking 
place), and the inability of the unions to police productivity 
deals. This second aspect is something which has existed 
throughout the history of unionism in the docks. In 1892, Tom 
Mann, the president of the Dock, Wharf, Riverside and General 
Labourers Union, had suggested to a Royal Commission that 

minimum time rates be abolished, after his membership had 
persistently ignored his appeals to work harder. More recently, 
in 1967, when casual work was abolished, it was decided that an 
agreement based on the one reached with Dockers on the West 
Coast of the USA must be ruled out because British unions did 
not have sufficient control over their rank-and-file to deliver the 
goods promised at the negotiating table. 

Another important result was the phenomenon of break-away 
trade unionism. The most important example of this was the 
1920 decision by stevedores to stay out of the T&G-initiated 
federation. This led to the fonnation of the National 
Association of Stevedores and Dockers, which remained in ex
istence as a minority union until the mid-70s. To a certain 
extent, it competed with the unofficial movement as a focus for 
workers' discontent with the T&G. 

In 1960, the chairman of the London Ship-owners Dock 
Labour Committee, summed-up the situation as it then was for 
dock employers : 

''In the docks, there is a sense of frustration ... in short we 
have lost the initiative ; it rests not with us, not with the 
union, but with the men and the agitator. " 

Indeed, in the mid-60s one third of Liverpool dockers were 
not in unions at all despite the high level of union control over 
hiring. 

Decasualisation in 1967 was not brought in out of some 
humanitarian concern for the dockers' well-being, although 
middle-class liberals had always expressed concern about casual 
labourers. Victorian philanthropists had been dismayed by the 
'demoralisation', 'criminality' and 'vice' associated with this 
form of employment in the docks. This can be seen as a moral 
precedent for present-day 'Right to Work' campaigns which 
always carry the imlication that today's casual labourers, those 
who are working on the black while signing on, should be found 
'proper jobs'. 

Its function was to break the dockers' control over the 
production process by ending the host of informal restrictive 
practices associated with casual hiring, and pave the way for the 
introduction of containerisation, which would lead to tens of 
thousands of redundancies. It wasn't just a question of softening 
up the workers so they would accept job losses, The 
introduction of containers, which implied a dramatic shift from 
a work process mostly composed of living labour to one mostly 
composed of capital, involved a completely new style of 
management of dock labour. For a start, payment by tonnage 
had clearly become obsolete, but there was more to it than that. 
To a large extent, the organisation of labour in the docks, like 
in C19th factories before the introduction of Taylorism (the 
exact scien.ce of time-and-motion study), remained in the hands 
of the workers. It was the dockers themselves, organised into 
work gangs, who passed on their collective expertise from gener
ation to generation, who determined work speeds and methods. 
It was this 'community of work' which produced much of the 
intense solidarity found among dockers. However, it must not 
be romanticised. Amongst dockers there was a rigidly determined 
hierarchy of job-access and within each gang there was also a 
deftnitive hierarchy with a recognised gang-leader. The import
ant point is that all this was largely outside the bosses' 
controL 

Containers are the extension of the production line into 
transportation. From the factory to the point of sale, the 
rigidity of the production line - the dream of every capitalist -
is maintained, making the worker a mere appendage of the 
machine, unable to control the process of loading and unloading. 

It is no coincidence that the chairman of the National 



Modernisation Committee (composed of 7 representatives each 
from bosses and unions), which negotiated decasualisation in 
the docks, was Lord Brown, the Chairman of Glacier Metal. 
He was known for his opposition to piece-rates and had 
switched his own factories to hourly rates in the late '40s and 
early '50s. This had been an important move by the bosses to 
establish direct managerial power rather than relying on 
unpredictable dealings with workers who controlled their own 
pace of work. 

Another benefit for the bosses was that containerisation 
effectively prevented pilfering, which had always been an 
important means by which dockers supplemented their wages, 
usually as a self-regulated 'fringe benefit', occasionally as 
something more offensive to the employers. 

In return for accepting decasualisation, dockers were given 
~obs for life', improvements in pay, pensions ~d sickness 
benefits and large redundancy payments to encourage them to 
leave the industry (at the present time, a registered docker 
can receive up to £25;000). At the same time, discip:jine was 
tightened up - bosses could suspend workers without going 
through the Dock Labour Board. 

WHAT'S UP, DOCK? 

It was generally recognised, particularly after 1964 when the 
Devlin Committee put forward sweeping recommendations 
about decasualisation, that if it was to be possible at all the 
leadership of the T &G would have to get its act together pretty 
quickly. 

In London union officials were encouraged to hold dock-gate 
meetings like the unofficial 'liaison committees' did (many of 
these committees showed outright hostility to decasualisation). 
They were even promised loud-speaker equipment to compete 
with that of the committees. · 

Throughout the country there were attempts to integrate the 
shop stewards more closely into the union hierarchy. For 
example, by giving them administrative tasks at branch level. 
At the same time, the T&G lifted the ban on CP-ers and Trots 
holding union office. No doubt the T&G leadership knew very 
well that even thougt\ some of these ideologues of trade 
unionism were involved in the unofficial movement, they would 
be only too pleased to smash it in the interests of 'rebuilding 
the T&G at rank-and~flle level'. 

With the hurdle of decasualisation got over, the serious 
business of shedding jobs could begin. Withln the first 5 years 
('67-'72) the number of dockers declined from around 60,000 
to around 40,000. 

In April 1972 liverpool dockers stopped work, refusing to 
handle containers packed by non-dock labour, and London 
dockers came out in sympathy. A few weeks later, in July, 
there was a wildcat strike in liverpool over the same question. 

In response, the bosses and union leaders set up a joint 
management/union commission to 'look into' the redeployment 
of surplus dockers. This was known as the Jones-Allington 
Commission after Jack Jones (General Secretary of the T&G) 
and Lord Allington (Managing Director of the Port of London). 
Before the commission had even sat, the dockers were out again, 
this time they occupied the container depots. 

When liverpool dockers picketed a container-handling firm 
Industrial Relations LegiSlation was used to force the union to 
call off the picketing and its assets were threatened with 
sequestration if a £5000 fme for contempt was not paid. Even 
though the union ordered the dockers to stop picketing and 
agreed to pay the fine (as Jack Jones said afterwards : "No 
one in our union ever advocated an illegal operation"), the 
picketing continued unofficially. 

Later, on July 21st, the government used theIR Legislation 
to arrest 5 shop stewards (the 'Pentonville 5'). A wildcat general 
strike rapidly developed, beginning with the lorry drivers and 
containermen (many of whom had previously tried to cross 
dockers' picket lines) and later spread to print, building, 
engineering, coalmining, the airports, buses· and many other 
industries. At the same time a growing crowd threatened to 
storm Pentonville prison. There was even some international 
solidarity with British ships being blacked in Belgium, France 
and the USA. 

The dockers were freed and the dock strike continued. The 
T&G was forced to back delegates from all over the country 
who talled for a total stoppage because all dockers were facing 
the same problems.· The strike ended with a compromise reluct
antly accepted by the dockers, which was only marginally better 
than that proposed by the Jones-Allington 'recommendation'. 

This 'recommendation'- in no way legally binding upon the 
employers - was mostly concerned with the Tetitporary Unatt
ached Register, which was supposed to be a re'gister dockers 
could sign on to if they wanted to be reallocated to a new job. 
While on the register, they received less than halfpay. With the 
extension of containerisation, the TUR became more and more 
a dumping-ground for 'surplus' dockers. Before the 1972 
agreement there had been almost 6700 on the register. By the 
end of 1972 this figure had fallen to no more than 1700, and 
following an agreement in 1974 it was decided not to use 
theTUR at all except as a disciplinary measure. 

Since the early '70s, the dockers have become increasingly 
reluctant to accept voluntary redundancy as unemployment has 
risen (particularly in liverpool.) At the same time, the volume 
of trade has fallen dramatically, giving rise to a situation where 
employers have to go on shelling-out for dockers wages even 



where there is very little work for them to do. In August 1980 
there were around 650 dockers being paid to do nothing at all 
in Liverpool alone. Not surprisingly, the pressure has been on to 
get rid of, or at least drastically modify, the Dock Labour 
Scheme. 

In September 1980 the Liverpool Port Authorities proposed 
that 178 dockers belonging to two companies in financial 
difficulties be signed onto the TUR. As a result dockers in Liver
pool, Southampton, Hull and Glasgow threatened to strike. This 
forced the T&G to convene a delegate conference and call a 
national strike. Before the strike was due to begin, a deal was 
stitched-up whereby redunaancy payments would be increased, 
'idle' dockers kept on and retirement at 60 introduced, the 
money coming from the government which was desperate to 
avoid a strike. Despite all their monetarist huff and puff, the 
Tories clearly did not feel that the balance of class forces 
was in their favour at the time. In return for these concessions 
the union promised to do everything in its. power to encourage 
its members to take up voluntary redundancy. 

Since then the attacks on the dockers "right to idleness" have 
been stepped-up and national dock strikes have been threatened 
in '81,'82 and '83. 

A major weapon in the hands of the government and 
employers over recent years has been the development of ports 
not included in the Dock Labour Scheme because of their 
unimportance in 194 7, which has enabled them to foster the 
division between Scheme and Non-Scheme dockers. 

The situation in the non-Scheme ports is that the dockers can 
earn more money than in the Scheme ports but have to work 
much harder, for example being expected to "turn round" 
ships in about half the time. Naturally this has made these ports 
more attractive to shipping companies resulting in a large 
diversion of work away from the Scheme ports. For example, 
as a result of the latest strike an important contract with the 
American shipping company, US Lines, was taken away from 
Southampton and given to Felixstowe. 

Felixstowe is at present the largest container port in the 
country [in terms of value of trade it ranks second only to 
Dover, the largest passenger port, also non-Scheme] and is 
something of a show port for the bosses - it's probably no co
incidence that there's a police station right opposite the main 
gate. Recently a deal was fixed up with the loc"al T &G giving 
Felixstowe dockers similar sick pay and redundancy payments 
to those on offer in the DLS, thus removing much of the 
incentive for dockers to join the Scheme. It was finalised 

· between the two recent dock strikes. 

'bf course, none of this makes it inevitable that non-Scheme 
dockers become hardened scabs. If the Scheme ports are 
"pacified" there's every possibility that work will be moved 
back to the scheme ports putting the jobs of non-Scheme 
dockers at risk. Whether this minimal basis for unity amounts 
to much, as the government moves in for the kill following the 
disastrous defeat of the dockers in August, remains to be seen. 

This account simply deals with the situation in the British 
Docks. For a fuller account of dockers struggles internationally 
we recommend reading "International Dockers Struggles in the 
Eighties" produced by B.M.BLOB, LONDON WC1N3:XX, 
currently selling for £1, which we found very helpful in 
researching our article. 

Back in 1968, a major bone of contention between the newly
reformed union and the employers in the London docks "!:Vas the 
facilities to be afforded to shop stewards. The bosses wanied 
the stewards to be working men, released for union duty only 
when disputes occurred. But the stewards wanted half their 
number to be seconded permanently from the gangs with their 
places taken by other dockers. 

The stewards held out untill96 9, but their 'struggle' did not 
get much support from the rank-and-file, who didn't want to 
see life get too easy for their 'representatives'. When the 
employers conceded the demand, it was primarily as a result 
of their desire to finalise the union arrangements as the 
planned date for the completion of the decasualisation process 
("Phase 2 ") approached. 

Loved by neither side of the class divide, shop stewards 
naturally provided an easy target for bosses attempting to cut 
their costs. 



CHINESE 'COMMUNISM' 
a large portion of pork balls 

BUT VJHAT GUARANTEES ARE THERE FOR THE FUTURE OF CAPITALISM IN HONG KONG? 



EYELESS IN GAZA _________ _ 

I detect some ignorance surrounding the situation of the 
Palestinians, and, wishing to polemicise the stance taken by 
those comrades who slander their struggle for hoeration, this 
being based apparently, on the grounds that all national 
hoeration struggles are inherently bourgeois or reactionary in 
nature. While not wishing to wholly deny that this is often the 
case, or to appear uncritical of the PLO, it should be noted that 
the Palestinian movement to dat~ has been one of the most 
international in character, and that it seems a gross if not callons 
mistake to dismiss as unsocialist the struggle of the whole of the 
Palestinian masses, and not to credit them with any real 
revolutionary potential. The ba8is of any international working 
class movement mnst be an understanding ·of all oppressed 
people, undertaken with a view to the class character of the 
facts of their existence. The following is an attempt to provide 
this, and to illustrate with examples, the conditions that they 
are forced to operate under, and why as a consequence, their 
resistance has taken the form of armed struggle. 

Palestinian unions first emerged in 1925 and, assisted by 
Zionist land seizures, grew to a membership of 50,000 by 
1946. Action against land seizures was however taken, and in 
1936 there was a 6-month general strike against the British 
mandate and the policy of land acquisition. In this strike the 
Palestinians claim to have lost a greater percentage of the pop
ulation than the Vietnamese in the Vietnam war. The majority 
of workers in this period were nevertheless agricultural workers, 
and until 1948 and the scattering of the Palestinians, 80% still 
worked on the land. 

The disruption of events after 1948 made organising in trade 
unions difficult, and it was not until 1965 that they fully 
reorganised as the Palestinian Trades Union Federation (PTUF). 
Despite being banned in Israel and Jordan, the PTUF still exists 
and has 31 syndicates which, alongside other unions and syndic
ates including womens' organisations constitute 25% of the 
Palestinian National Council, the supreme representative body. 
Many of the union~ and syndicates are forced to work under
ground because they belong to the PTUF and Israeli law forbids 
trade union or political organisations which express national 
aspirations. 

After 1966, Palestinians were allowed to join the Israeli 
'trade union', the Histadrut, although under the auspices of the 
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'Arab Department'. Most Palestinian members were in unskilled 
jobs, some working for the Histadrut, one of Israel's largest 
employers, involved in, for example, constructing Jewish settle
ments._ The 'Arab' Department has however now closed, and 
the remaining members exist in limbo. Despite all this, the 
International Labour Organisation still chooses to recognise the 
Histadrut as a trade union, as does the TGWU in Britain, who 
recently' in the wake of the Shattila mjj.Ssacres, played host to 
some touring Histadrut reps. 

With the dispersion of the Palestinian masses in 1948, it was 
the middle classes who came to constitute the diaspora, the 
nation in exile, and the situation today tends to remain the 
same. Work in Israel is mostly unskilled, and there's little skilled 
work in the 'occupied territories' of the West Bank and G~a. 
Skilled workers, therefore, tend to emigrate, and, although 
being Palestinian, they are politically undesirable, the unskilled 
shall be doubtlessly-more so. 

Such workers therefore remain employed in the areas of 
Israeli economy, such as construction or' public services and 
sanitation, where health and safety standards are deficient or 
-difficult to enforce. For these workers there is little hope of 
solidarity with Sephardic (Arab or Oriental) Jews who occupy 
the next rung on the ladder of Israeli society. With the '70s 
influx of Palestinians to Israel and the collapse of attempts 
such as the bi-racial Black Panthers, Sephardic Jews began to 
regard the Palestinians as a'-threat to their own marginal position 
and have become one.ofthe biggest supports of the right wing 
likud Party. The position now is such that the secretary of the 
(Israeli) construction workers Union last year recommended 
that workers councils and committees should visit sites to 
prevent employers exploiting the crisis ·in the construction 
sector by dismissing Israeli workers and employing others 'at 
lower salaries and conditions'. {Ha Retz, November 1983). 
The International Labour Organisation figures show that Pales
tinians are paid half the wage of an Israeli for the same job. 

As men have increasingly become wage slaves, usually working 
away from their villages, so wome.n have adapted their role in 
farming or, where no plot exists, they labour in Jewish settle
ments or work in textiles. Where they are organised in industry, 
they have fought campaigns for equal pay and rights and sick 
pay, but there have also been women's demonstrations to 
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protest about the resiting of refugee camps and to express 
solidarity. with striking women prisbners. They have also co• 
ordinated work on cases of women under town arrest which 
interestingly enough was done in association with an Israeli 
non-Zionist women's group. 

THE 'OCCUPIED TERRITORIES' 

mlsrael, Palestinian villages are largely dormitories, in the 
West Bank and Gaza the situation is worse. Of four million non
diaspora Palestinians, one million exist here in refugee camps. 
One third of the work force here are migrants to Israel, not 
legally permitted to remain overnight although some do, to 
save fares and travelling time. These workers constitute 5% 
of the Israeli workforce but 25% of those in construction. 
In order to work like this they must obtain permits. These are 
granted for one month initially and thereafter for three months 
although for the majority of such workers employment is on 
a daily basis through agencies. Other migrant workers, mostly in 
construction, are illegal 'casuals' not paying tax or national 
insurance for which no benefits accrue anyway and which only 
go to fund directly, the occupation of the West Bank and Gaz,. 

Within these occupied territories unions are harrassed on the_ 
grounds that they are 'hostile to occupation' and workers here 
again are denied the alternative of belonging to the Histadrut. 
Under these conditions, and with unemployment at 80% in 
sectors such as tailor shops, workers are reluctant to strike 
against Palestinian employers although this has happened. 

' 
Indeed, the position of those not selling their labour is such 

that even a bourgeois policy of reflation could not alleviate 
the situation. Local industry is hindered through mliitary 
laws and discriminating taxes and stores now suffer daily raids 
by the tax authorities. These restrictions also extend to agri
culture and farmers need permits for the size and type of their 
crops and are prohibited from growing crops that compete with 
lsaeU produce such as Jaffa oranges which were originally 
Palestinian produce. Jordan also restricts West Bank exports 
on a similar basis. 

The situation is again exacerbated by the fact that acquisition 
still occurs and in the West Bank land expr9priation and 
military zones amount to a third of the area. Where settlements 
then occur crop output is further affected by their drainage 
or well sinking loweriilg the water table or simply by ·water 
being diverted. The result of existence under these unremitting 
conditions is that the inhabitants of West Bank and Gaza have 
become increasingly dependant on the ability of the migrant 
workers to sell their labour under the tenuous and exacting 
circumstances of the Israeli labour market. 

It seems obvious therefore, that while a homeland and the 
very means of existence are denied them on the basis of their 
nationality, the struggle for Palestinians as workers cannot be 
separated from the political struggle .for national liberation. 
Indeed for as long as they are expelled from their homeland 
while being prohibited access to other countries or means of 
existence the prospect of armed struggle will remain, and one 
which could as easily exist under the banners of of anti-racism 
and anti-imperialism· as that of statism:~ They should not 
therefore be denied a homeland, not at least by anyone un
willing to bum their own prestigious little passport or national 
identity card, and, while remaining critical of staist tendencies 
we should support their emancipation and attempt to engender 
a culture of anarchism within the arab world amongst whose 

- history to date it remains little known; -

M.Diane 



TURNING A BLIND EYE IN GAZA? 
Workers Playtime replies ... 

In our 'prestigious little passports', it clearly says they are the 
property of HM Government. It follows that to burn them 
would be a· first irreversible step in tire generalised refusal of 
the identities capitalism forces upon us, and of the power of 
the capitalist state, etc. etc. etc. But as we cross the line into 
illegalism, i:lo we become unavoidably committed to armed 
struggle against the existing capitalist nation states, in the name 
of those yet unborn generations? (of capitalist nation states.) 

But we should seriously consider the effect mass passport
burning would have on the employment prospects of millions of 
migrant workers from places like Sicily, Spain, Scotland and 
Yugoslavia who make up the manual working class in ~witzer
land, and a large part of it in West Gennany. True, without any 
travel documents these people would be saved the indignities of 
having their passports imounded by an 'alien' police to stop 
t~em skipping the country before the end of their employment 
contract, being harrassed, exploited and watched, knowing they 
are propping up an 'alien' economy for the sake of a wage which 
won't buy anything in the country where it's earned, even if it 
will support a family or maybe two back home. 

But ofcourse, these people aren't stateless. They already have the 
right to a 'homeland', to democratically self-determine their 
lives. They won these privileges through their 'supreme 
representative bodies', of course, and by working in their trade 
union organisations. Didn't they. 

The cause of the Palestinians' vulnerability to exploitation and 
unemployment isn't their statelessness, but their status as a 
distinct and visible underclass in Israel and Israeli-occupied 
territories. Zionism hasn't just disenfranchised Palestinians. It 
has actually created the Palestitiian working class, by tuining 
a population of small farmers into a pool of underemployed 
wage-labour in the space of forty years. The creation of Israel 
was the creation of a modem capitalist state. It began in the 
1930s, when Zionist settlers began systematically buying-out 
rich Palestinian and Turkish landowners (many of whom lived 
far enough away not to care less about the erosion of their 
'homeland'), and the political transformation of Palestine into 
the new state of Israel was sanctioned by the United Nations in 
1948. Accelerated economic growth meant the expropriation of 
the Palestinian peasantry, a process which is still going on in 
the occupied territories. That's what's meant by 'making the 
desert bloom' :Palestinians were faced with a choice :either 
they stayed and worked for the new landlord, or they went into 
exile. This 'progress' was sustained by the unifying force of 
Zionism, which seHhe seal on a pact of collaboration between 
all classes of Israeli citizens. Underwritten by the military and 
economic sponsorship of the U.S. bloc, Israeli nationalism 
meant the near-genocide of the Palestinian arab peasantry and 
the bedouin tribes. 

This is the background to the present struggles of Palestinian 
workers. The point is that Zionism would have remained a 
popular lost cause to this day, regardless of the suffering of 
European Jews in the 1930s and '40s, if the 'allied' powers had 
not found a use for it in its plan for constructing the post-war 
capitalist world. This plan transformed the sentimental dream 
of a Jewish homeland into the vicious reality of triumphant 
Zionism~ As the Israeli parliament's ftrst fascist MP said, after 
his recent election to the Knesset, "I prefer an Israel everyone 
hates to an Auschwitz the whole world loves." And unless 
the politicians fmd a similar use for Palestinian nationalism, 
the hopes of diaspora Palestinians to return from exile will 
not be realised, except with the end of capitalism and all 
states. 

Despite nationalist rhetoric, the homeland which the 

/ 
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EVIL NATIONALIST VIOLENCE: 
The King David Hotel, Jerusalem, bombed by Irgun (Zionist) 
terrorists on July 22nd., 1946 
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Palestinians lost can never be reconstructed - any more than 
modern Israel is a reconstruction of biblical Judea. In 
it is har4 to imagine educated Palestinians, 
cities of Saudi Arabia or Kuwait, 
rented small·holding owned by 
he was a Palestinian). Israel has 
the 1930s. In their place it has --~•au••~""' 
agricultural settlements and militarised 
are still there, but- even in the West Bank
become workers' dormitories, serving the new 

' So, what 'solutions' does Palestinian nationalism 
Either an 'autonomous' mini-territory on the West 
the River Jordan ; the re-partition of the former Mandate 
Territory into separate Jewish and Arab states ; or the 
abolition of the state of Israel and its replacement by a 
secular republic. Since the 'integrity' of the present state of 
Israel is guaranteed by the United States and its western allies, 
the only 'realistic' prospect is the first one- the one which is 
currently being sponsored by the 'moderate' arab states, the one 
which might be acceptable to the pro-Arafat wing of the PLO 
(and the one which was being diplomatically touted by Geoffrey 
'Mogadon' Howe, the British Foreign Secretary, during his 
recent excursion to the region.) But any-West Bank statelet 
would be economically and militarily dependent on its sponsors, 
including Israel. Whether it could be sold to the 4 million 
Palestinians would have to be seen. Of course, there's always an 
outside chance the next US elections will produce a pro
Palestinian communist government. Or that Syria will single
handedly crush Israel and all her allies, then hand it over to the 
PLO on a plate ... 

Nationalism, in all its more-or-less subtle variations, has only 
one function ; to divide the working class - to disorganise it, 
stifle it, to turn workers into cannon-fodder for the endless 
inter-ruling class struggles taking place around the world. It's 
the same whether we are talking about the second-division 
nationalism of the PLO, IRA and ANC (nationalism under the 
banner of 'liberation', meaning the establishment at some point 

GOOD NATIONALIST VIOLENCE: 
The Grand Hotel, Brighton, bombed by Irish Republican 
freedom fighters on October 12th., 1984 

in the future of a state which as yet exists only in blueprint); 
the victorious, consolidating, 'progressive' nationalism of the 
MPLA in Angola or the FNLA in Nicaragua; or the ""''"'u~m"• 
nationalism of Israel's Likud or the 
What makes racist ideologies 
much more obnoxious than 
nationalism is 

To us 
Twentieth 
Nationalism 
class struggle and 
hope the working 
capitalism, which 
working class must 
miserable patches of 
class has no country, no 
every territory and every area of 
of capitalist interest. Nothing less 
alter that condition. 

If the consequences for the working class of 
left-nationalist campaigns is not enough to 
National liberation ideology, far from being an 
part of revolutionary struggle in some parts of the 
in fact - in each and every instance - proved to 
mystification, then a look at the present role of~v•-•a•··uauv.ua> 



WORKING CLASS VIOLENCE : 
Scab miner's bungalow, burned out on November 24th., 1984 

organisations will probably not be enough to end the argument. 
But it's worth a try. 

IneVitably, the leaders and cadres 
behave as a proto-ruling 
ate' a piece of 

statist 
, with an 

other small 
parliament, 

, treasury, 
i:llt::stuui:ll.t:s in friendly 

els1~wltere, and generally 
where it holds sway. Its 

sponsors, Yasser Arafat -
-has proved himself a back-

llL~au<tuu•uru StatUre, hobnobbing with 
leaders around the world, notably the 

King Hussein of Jordan, author of the 
massacre of Palestinian refugees in the 

was then under Jordanian rule. Arafat's 
the PLO (in case you prefer them), are fmanced 

by another notable upholder of workers' rights, 
Hafez al Assad, the Butcher of Harna (in April 1981, 
opponents of the Ba'athist regime were slaughtered 

the suppression of widespread revolts.) 

Although he begins by promising to make a case for the PW's 

~-, 
armed wing, M. Diane does not mention the subject again until 
his closing remark that "the prospect of armed struggle will 
remain" as long as the Palestinians are "denied a homeland". In 
other words, 'professional' violence can be justified if it has 
nationalist aims. This implies that more general class resistance 
is impossible until the creation of a nation state (on racial 
lines) has opened up the possibility of violent struggle by 'its' 
working class. 

The fact is that even today, by monopolising and institution
alising the fight against the Zionist state, the PLO is actively 
reinforcing the sense of helplessness felt by Palestinians living 
in the Occupied Territories. To those living under totalitarian 
terror, it offers liberation by proxy. 

Against any notion of the 'armed party', as the armed wing of 
the working class, we argue the need to generalise violent 
resistance in terms of who does it and what it is for. The 
problems are very different, but for the Palestinians as 
proletarians everywhere including us, the 
the division between 'amateur' 
'professional' armed 
the 

struggles of 
although from 
the same thing. 

does not pretend to 
Palestinian state-in-exile. 

- to negotiate the rate and 
militancy where it conflicts 

to class struggle to the 
st. In the words of the Middle 

Group, 

on the West Bank have on the whole been 
on strike over pay and conditions against 
employers ... whatever trade union activity 

is seen primarily as a part of the whole struggle ... " 

we then say that "the struggle for Palestinians as 
cannot be separated from the struggle for national 

lJ"''" ..... ,..", and claim at the same time that we are trying to 
understand the fight of "all oppressed people with a view to 
the class character of the facts of their existence" ? 

Any attemt'to relate revolutionary activity in western Europe 
to the struggles of Palestinian workers will run into what appear 
to be 'theoretical' problems. In spite of the fact that the 
PLO seems to monopolise the struggles of Palestinian workers, 
we cannot accept thatthis struggle is inseparable from nationalist 
aspirations. But to say this means we are condemning Palestinians, 
and denying that Palestinian workers have any "revolutionary 
potential" is ridiculous. It is like saying that we condemn the 
miners in Britain for belonging to nationalist and counter
revolutionary organisations like the NUM and the Labour 
Party. 

It's no use pretending that the working class doesn't really 
have anything to do with nationalism, reformism, the PLO, the 
Labour Party, or whatever - as if these things were simply 
imposed on our struggles, and grudgingly gone along with. 
We are not some breed of happy apes, naturally resistant to all 
forms of authority, ideology and self-defeating practice. 

But that's no excuse for throwing up your hands in dismay 
and swallowing leftist propaganda wholesale. What's the use of 
trying to "engender a culture of anarchism in the arab world", if 
we ourselves forget anarchism's basic insights : that the 
representatives of the working class are its worst enemies; and 
that the working class has no homeland, and never will, until the 
day it overthrows all states and tears down 
every frontier? ~ 



NICARAGUA has been in the news recently, with the elections (the first 
in that part of the world for fifty years) and some very unsubtle attempts 
by the US Government to reap the benefits of an invasion without actually 
having to carry one out. This was met by some very unsubtle attempts by 
the Nicaraguan Government to reap the benefits of a threatened invasion 
without having to suffer one, in· the form of a massive patriotic 
mobilisation. 

The following article is from a revolutionary paper called The Daily Battle 
produced in Berkeley, California. It is obviously written for an American 
audience, so.some of the references may be obscure to you ; but they are 
easily translatable into European terms. 

The Daily Battle. can be contacted at : 2000, Center St. No. 1200 
Berkeley, Ca. 94704, USA 

'socialism' in Quotation Marks 

E VERYONE wants to be a winner. 
Political people are no different. The 
official movement in this country 

seems stuck in the swamps of social demtJ
cracy, where it has been since the turn of the 
century. The preachings of Norman Thomas, 
Socialist Party candidate of the '30~ and 
'40;s, were little different than the ramblings 
of today' s publications such as In These Times 
or Socialist Review. As usual, the left looks 
outside the US for action. 

In 1979, just as the two-bar blues of the 
punk scene began to seem stale - a Revolu
tion! Nicaragua was the place. Augusto Cesar 
Sandino, a martyred leader, a cross between 
Davy Crockett and Robin Hood, was a perfect 
candidate for vicarious hero worship. 

From its very inception in the early 1-960's 
the Sandinista National Liberation Front has 
emphasized multi-class cooperation against 
the regime, and that the patriotic 
classes would play a central role in any 
to topple Somoza. From the time of La 
Publisher Pedro Joachim Chammoro's 
nation in early 1978 until Somoza's 
July 1979 the F.S.L.N. 
maneuvering to place itself in 
'National Unity' with people 
twelve', (Los Doce), and other 
of the 'progressive-liberal' 
classes: The final 

of the dictatorship because, he 
are individuals the FSLN ' 
consolidate into the 

Henry Ruiz, 
speech announcing 
economic plan: 
stand this national 

over the lands the campesinos 
food for themselves instead of 
crops for the State. The ;:,anu.lm:s[a 
the peasants are not informed 
responsible decisions about 
Against the actions of the 
the FSLN bureaucrat 
the regime, saying 
would be respected' 
act with a strong and 
cannot allow counter
revolution.' [ 3] 
mented: 'I don't 



FABRITEX, the largest textile mill 
Many were affiliated with the 
for Union Action and Unity, 

union associated with the pro-Mos-
'Communist' Party. The 
supposedly revolutionary 

and severe. Representatives 
were imprisoned for several 
leftists were jailed, and the 

organized a mob to sack 
it of links to the 

of the FSLN is 

right to be drafted into the Army. [9] 
Billboards and posters with jingoistic 

slogans- appear everywhere in Nicaragua, 
celebrating the virtues of the state and of 

uu.ucu.Luu for the fatherland.' Pro-govern· 
literature and films are full of referenc~s 

glorious leadership of Daniel Ortega 
Borge and of images of the 

s militias goose-stepping amidst 
· o muerte' (Fatherland or 

from the Bank of America 

's sense of pru
in the area of 

between July 

'"'n"'"''" reached 

regime. The Sandinistas also supported the 
military suppression of Solidarnosc. Apolo
gists for the FSLN excusedthis on the grounds 
that they were receiving most of their aid from 
the Eastern Bloc. The truth, however, is that 
over 4/5 of this aid was coming from outside 
the Eastern bloc. [ 12] A more convinicing 
explanation might be that the junta was doing 
the same thing on a smaller scale as J aruzelski 
in Poland. In Nicaragua strikes, the· basic 
defensive weapon of the working class, had 
already been banned, and the so-called ultra 
left opposition has been crushed. 

Frederico Lopez, head of the FSLN propa· 
ganda department said: 'Should it be impos
sible to neutralize anti-Soviet feelings with 
respect to Poland, we should strive to 
Neutralize possible analogies between Nica· 
ragua and Poland, above all with respect to 
strikes.' (From 'A Critical Look at the 
Sandinistas' by Eric Chester, Changes, May, 
1982.) 

'If necessary, we will use force to put an end 
to seizures and strikes, in order to guarantee 
national production and the development of 
the reactivation plan.' (Moises Hassan, 
member of the Sandanista junta, quoted in 
Cambio 16, March 4, 1980.) 

'Commandantes live in the wealthier dis
stricts of Managua, occupying mansions 
previously owned by leading Somocistas. 

are provided with chauffeur-drive cars, 
and bodyguards. Their government 

are air-conditioned, a most exclusive and 
status symbol in tropical Managua. 

of a poor country, this is a very 
of life.' (Eric Chester, ibid.) 
production has not been over

is regulated and protected 
Sandinistas are attempting 

in a military fashion but 
rebellions in different 

strikes, the FSLN's 
military service has 
Sandinistas' efforts 

and university 
bring in foreign 

successful 



perhaps more tied to the social-democratic 
ba~ers of Sweden and West Germany. The 
left-capitalists in Central America also wish to 
avoid the mistakes made by the Cuban 
regime's development of an inefficient state 
capiralism which is totally dependent on the 
Russian-led East Bloc. One cari oppose US 
intervention in Centr~l America without 
supporting the leftist nationalists. The current 
rulers of El Salvador, Honduras and Guate
mala are greedy psychopaths and exploiters 
and they deserve to end up in fmnt of a firing 
squad. (They'll probably end up in Miami.) 

Pragmatism and Einpriicism 
Pragmatic leftists often defend the Sandin

istas by posing the qq.estion, 'Well, what else 
can they do in their situation?' This seemingly 
innocuous rebuttal, when examined, reveals 
how totally inadequate most left analyses are 
- indeed, how capitalist these analyses are. 
First and foremost one notices the implicit 
assumption that the Sandinistas are the 
revolutionary subject, and not the workers and 
peasants. The argument that the Sandinistas 
'represent' the interests of the workers and 
peasants fails completely, given their ban on 
strikes and expropriations, and protection of 
private capital. It also ignores the historical 
record of comparable revolutions (China, 
Cuba, Grenada, etc.), and avoids the crucial 
issue of power relations between classes, 
within 'mass organizations,' and 
nation-states. 

Behind this lies state worship 
complete acceptance of the 
system, of 'iegitimate national 
mythical power to transform 
to the s~ate. This amounts 
acceptance of world capitalism, 
the world's economy into 

The vulgar leftist 
can't know, you haven't 
But did the Bolshevik 

capitalist production. Living standards may 
improve. Health, nutrition and literacy cam
paigns fulfill a role in developing market 
production for productions sake. A healthy, 
well nourished wage slave can work 
and more efficiently. A literate worker 
read technical manuals - and pro 
ment newspapers. The new -,,..yu ...... ,.. 
establish a totalitarian 

'socialism', a 
'democratic' capi1talist 
among 
threat perhaps 
than the contras. 

The Butchering 
poverty that 
be remedied in 
direct product 
system· of 
exchange, 

yet in Central America, and a11 of the 
and leftists stand in the way of it. 

What has to ~erge is 
determined movement for 
munism. Not just in the 
Central America, but also in 
Latin America with large 
working classes such 
and Brazil, and in the 
as well .. We must 
people by the 
with the basis of 
begin a new era of 
the entire human 

'It is one of 
that just as 



This article by a Playmate ts one persons view of the the various 'revolutionary traditions' and their defence : 
purpose of producing Playtime. It argue~ that return Anarchism, Left Communism; Situationism, Councillism 
to normal production after six months is "not a 12;.,. etc. On the other hand into forms of 'activism' - a trend 
defeat". that the "greatest battle of all has been the :;:. . which is encouraged by the fact that 'activism' is more attract· 

• th ff '* ive than the traditions as people first become r<Uiicalised. In 
struggle itself' • and that the failure of e lay-o to .. Y• ... ·~this article I'm concentrating on these 'political' currents 
achieve a better result is due to the lack of solidarity · .. ;' "~ther than groups in other areas of struggle, because it is out 
from the rest of the class. In short that you should ":.; ::.of: Jhese that Playtime has developed. And I've more to say 

. ut the 'traditions' than about activism. Activism usually 
~ :Jrom the right idea - that there's a need to struggle -
it~)ack of any real sense of direction generally leads to 

· ment. Or it stops tailending the Left (whether by 
,empts to make leftist strategies successful, or by 
• ,pendent on left demonstrations, meetings etc. 

Confronting our own disatisfac ' 
ective had another consequence .. 
we weren't doing enough by way 
the problems we all saw, now we·. 
weren't even conveying very clearly that·muaw .. an .· 
This became most obvious when we · 
Playtime but didn't know us. Some h 
didnt get on with us. Others said t 
surprised to discover that the image t . 
reading Playtime was quite wrong. S~~dt:.~l:, We' 
weren't as boring and worthy in person as 
print. If nothing else this made clear to us t' :~L 
making what we were doing and why clear to·.o 
We decided it was time. to discuss what we were 
ways of doing it better. In the meantime, while w~. 
a date we. can all attend a meeting, here's a boring 
article about my view of the problems we all fac 
directions in which we should be looking for answers. 

"There are the thoughtless who never doubt. 

The first problem that has to be faced is that these are ll()t· 
very receptive times for the ideas of would-be revolutionaries" .. ·,;· 
Many take heart from the developing signs of crisis anij ,. ' 
breakdown all around. Rather fewer seem prepared to admit"~ , ... 
that crisis and breakdown are, if anything, more evident in the 
currents of those looking towards revolution, than in the 
society they wish to revolutionise. Over the last few years 
we have seen a marked decline in the revolutionary circles 
in this country (there have of course been exceptions to this 
rule). Overall there has been a retreat. On the one hand into 

~ tq; display a Militant alternative) and fmishes up 

·~,what follows clear I should say that for us 
;tile :Uft •. from the Labour Party to the so-called 

le!t·: ~f,. Trot's and their 'left shadows', is 
· t wing of capitalism. When we talk of 

.,those currents and individuals who 
. a way - that it's necessary to 
t,qe alienated social relations of 
'rf#prm' or 'restructure' them but 



'personal 
capitalist 
the option of 
'real' and not 
These sorts of make 
involved in its overthrow more 
does for the self-confidence of the 

None of us who produce Playtime would 
haven't made these sorts of mistakes, or that ~.;v••~'u, 
can offer soine magical solution to these problems. 
nothing very remarkable about us and we're certainly not 
exempt from the difficulties facing all would-be revolution
aries. The most important thing distinguishing us and the 
groups we feel close to is our attitude to these common 
problems. We. want to confront rather than evade them. We 
would like to -encourage people to maintain a sceptical 
attitu<:ie towards the conventional wisdoms of 'revolutionary' 
orthodoxy, while remaining prepared to think about things 
for themselves. In the same way we'd like to encourage people 
to doubt the capitalist lies (from left and right) about this 
society - while remaining capable of coming to conclusions 
and acting on them. 

For me the point of producing Playtime is to tackle two of the 
most serious difficulties facing people like us who want to put 
written arguments for revolution. (Amongst other forms of 
struggling that is). Firstly, coming to an understanding of the 
society we live in and of whats happening. Secondly, attempt
ing to renew the case for revolution in the light of that under
standing. To date Playtime's confrontation with the first of 
these difficulties has been limited to those aspects of society, 
and the struggle against it, which those of us who started 
Playtime were interested in or felt competent to write about. 
Basically this meant a diet of workplace class stniggle and 
general politics. Unfortunately this corresponds to a number 
of 'traditional' political agenda's. Hardly surprisingly since 
most of us are 'graduates' or 'drop-outs' from such 'schools 
of Revolution'. Equally unsuprisingly it has led to Playtime 
being lumped together with the publications of these trad
itional sects. Suffice to say here that we see workplace class 

struggle as a crucial element in the movement towards revol
ution and we will continue to write about it. However its 

only fonn of class struggle, nor is that the only area of 
wish - and intend- to write about other aspects 

and the struggle against them. Still we are well 
uately grounded our thinking is in those 

in the past - we've no intention of 

Renewing the case for re_volution 

we know even less about 
'breadth' of our concept-

an active debate about this society 
overthrow. Obviously that will be done in 
has been done in the past (how else ?). 
substitute past theorising for present_actiVity. 

Some revolutionaries are aware of this but argue that we can't 
afford the 'luxury' of abst-ract debate. Today, they ·argue, 
there aren'_t enough of us - the need is for 'basic propaganda' 
to 'win' people to revolutionary 'positions'. When we have the 
'numbers' we can sustain a debate. This tends to presuppose 
that 'we' (however defined) will be doing the debating, and 
doing so in order to improve our presentation to 'The Class' 
who somehow exist 'out there'. But even ignoring this aspect 
I believe it stands things on their head. Part of the reason there 
are so few of 'us' is because the so-called 'basic propaganda' is 
so badly put. And the 'theory' which should assist in produc
ing it largely lacks substance. In contrast to the left, who try 
to conceal a 'hidden agenda' of counter-revolutionary aims 
behind their words, most · 'revolutionary' propaganda is 
incoherent in its own tenns and hides no agenda at all. Instead 
it brandishes a tired collection of catchphrases and proverbs 



from safely behind the battlements of one of the traditions. 

"Their patience with themselves is boundless. 

I'm not suggesting that the traditions are all alike, or equally 
useless - some are much worse than others, and traditional 
groups all adopt different (mistaken) strategies for dealing 
with the same (real) problems. For some traditionalists the 
job of working out ideas - 'developing theory' - becomes a 
matter of achieving political consistency within one of the 
traditions. Becoming the 'real' anarchism, or left communism 
etc etc. This sort of 'consistency' is always based on turning 
one or two 'fundamental' ideas into eternal truths, existing 
outside of history or struggle. It's either 'developed' at the 
expense of any revolutionary spirit, or of contact with reality. 

other militants· 'developing theory• means creating a 'new' 
Normally this means· spicing up leftist or liberal 

with some borrowings from revolutionary 
lot of intellectual elitism; (As can be seen in 

are 
make it 
political 
situation and tha 
pointing to radicalised 
progressive role' of the 

· and 'Situationism' (sic.)) Where 
struggle in terms of the tradit

look everywhere for new 
there are the 'centre 

of the different 
lem.onstrates this 

held 
be 

'l'he decline of the 'revolutionary' 
is any less struggle going· on in society. 
tal to capitalist society because capital cannot 
own needs and goals to the material circumstances 
ates - there are no permanent gains possible on either side 
the class struggle. The reverses of recent years have helped 

produce a situation where on the one hand struggles are 
consistently failing to break out of their specific situations, 
and on the other hand amongst proletarians there is no 
widespread sense of the possibility of fundamental change 
which might be ignited by struggle. Needless to say these two 
factors tend to reinforce one another. Obviously the present 
situation will not last forever - equally obviously things might 
get a lot worse before getting better. It is always important to 
try to understand the implications of the general situation for 
our activity - as it becomes more and more difficult to do so 
in isolation (even within isolated groups) the traditions come 
into their own. 

"The thoughtless who never doubt 
Meet the thoughtful who never act. 

People respond to traditional arguments and align themselves 
in sects because they do reflect in a distorted- way the desire
for a more fundamental- understanding of society, or for a 
more fruitful focus for activity. I certainly don't criticise 
people for turning to the traditions in the absence of anything 
better - having done it myself I've every sympathy with them. 
Nor am I suggesting that the traditions are 100% counter
revolutionary. Even the worst of them are as ineffective in that 
direction as any other. They do offer space within which 
individuals can develop their understanding of this society and 
of revolutionary opposition to it, a space within which they 
can come to terms with the change in attitudes towards 
themselves, the people they know and their material circum
stances, which the adoption of a revolutionary perspective 

inevitable. However the lessons are as often learnt in 
the sect, as they are taught directly by it. For 

paJ:uc1pa1non in 'political' groupings provides a 
aliE1na1ted political relations really are. And 
raditicms set restrictive limits to how far 

with 'being' a revolutionary in a 
also · actively perpetuate 

of thinking .and acting. 
real problems. They 

over the 
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"They doubt, not in order to come to a decision 
But to avoid a decision. 

So if these are real problems what alternative solution does 
Playtime offer ? No solution at all ? Thats almost right. 
What links us as far as I am concerned is the conviction that 
while capitalist society or alienated social relations exist 
solutions to these problems can only be temporary and 
achieved in practise. They arise from specific situations and 
in specific struggles and the response to them. They cannot 
outlive them except as memory of struggle, as conclusions 
drawn from it, and as strengthened determination to continue 
struggling. As Joe Jacobs put it writing about organisation : 

"To think we can establish, even in general terms, a set 
of objectives/principles which will be a basis for a real 
"revolutionary organisation" is an illusion. We can and do 
combine for the realisation of specific immediate projects, 
and we are obliged to do so. We can and do have ideas/visions 
concerning the long term future: these change according to the 
results of current and resulting actions and so on ( ... ) It 
follows that organisations cannot be established and frozen 
for very long. They change split or liquidate. A!; we try to 
'create effective organisation, we wonder why "organisation" 
is always on the agenda ..... " 

And it could be added, as we try to develop effective under
standing, we wonder why "theory" is always "on the agenda." 
We don't see Playtime as having a solution but as having a task 
- to contribute to the collective struggle against this society 
by contributing to the active debate about it~ 

The fundamental criticism of the traditions is that they claim 
to have or to offer permanent solutions to these problems -
though this expresses itself in different ways. As I've. said 
before there are no permanent gains to be won in struggle 
within capitalist society. Those who claim that The(ir) 'organ
isation' or The(ir) 'theory' are permanent gains won by The(ir) 
'class' are perhaps the worst reformists of all. 

"Their heads they use only for shaking. 

However I don't want to be misunderstood as arguing that the 
traditions or activism are the 'enemy within', or the main 
problem facing revolutionaries. Nor is our principal task 
exposing them. Those would, after all, be entirely traditional 
attitudes. Bordiga (a dead revolutionary) argued that the 
worst product of Fascism was Anti-Fascism, because it substit
uted an alliance of 'progressive forces' (including 'progressive' 
'democratic' capitalists) against one form of capitalist society, 
for a revolutionary attack on capitalism as a whole. 'Anti
sectarianism' (for example anti-marxism, anti-anarchism, even 
anti-leftism) is only the feeble echo of anti-fascism in revolut
ionary circles. 

The main enemy we face is the world capitalist system and the 
alienated, competitive and hierarchical institutions and social 
relations, which it draws its strength from and perpetuates. 
The main task for 'us' is struggling to advance the movement 
to destroy it. If the sects and traditions are at worst alienated 
institutions adapted to capitalist reality, they are still no more 
central to the task of overthrowing the capitalist state, than 
are bicycle co-operatives in the task of overthrowing the 
capitalist economy. They will naturally be expropriated of 
what is of use, however the main battles will be fought else
where. 

"With anxious faces they warn the crews of sinking ships 
That water is dangerous. 

Advancing the case for revolution is something that can only 
be done collectively. That doesn't just mean by a group rather 
than individuals. No person or group of people has sufficient 
inherent wisdom - or more importantly sufficient under
standing of all aspects of society to develop the revolutionary 
case in isolation. Beyond a certain level ideas can only develop 
in discussion with others and by taking account of similar 
discussions elsewhere - wherever they may happen to take 

place. (That includes the sensible aspects of the traditions of 
course - but also means actively listening to whats happening 
outside them. It also means listening to what is actually said 
and trying to understand what is meant by it - without 
becoming so polite that you don't make your own views 
clear). For those overwhelmed by the size of this task trad
itions offer an easy approach to the problem (For a start ... : 
off by prioritising 'politics' or 'economics' as the 'real;:·,.,,., ·t 

problem), and market easy package deals of ideas an<[ •. 
activities. (This doesn't prevent them, like producer$ .:dl\ 
luxury goods anywhere, from disparaging the ch 
and extra facilities of mass-produced package deal 
Leftism returns the insult from the same analogy . 9j. 
them petty-bourgeois and meaning home-work$7;$\. 
craftsmen rather than middle-managers). · 

Even where people are critical of the traditi 
many persist in working 'within the traditi(/? 
reforming it (the 'if only we could ki · · 
strategy), or more realistically of mee · 
uals. Exactly the same arguments us .. 
attempts to 'use' or 'reform' cap· 
institutions. To solve the problem 
find ways to say what they 'reaij.f 
catch-phrases of the tradition.,m< 
concerned this adds to the 
they really mean. 

"Beneath the murderer's 
They ask themselvesJf" 

Obvious examples 
'direct action' h · 
use to describe 
things. To th&·' 
is a politic 
markets bel 
the diffi 
words 
of e 
it 4 



to 'use' 
intended. 

of meaning 
is the additional 

voice etc - and the 
you don't understand. 

- demanding not just a 
clear sense on the part of 
But in all cases· it presup
a reasonably clear idea of 

in practise this is something 
today (we make no claims at 

about the situation not yet 
go to bed. 

rhetoric is used to conceal lack of under· 
is that groups finish up relying on one or 

to provide the rest with · 'fast food' 
of franchising them to 'the class'. Its the 

approach to politics : "Cn y rd. ths sign ? F so 
ht Rvltny n bld a bg rptn." ·'Collective' sets of 

and parables are developed, which are flourished 
beads, but which don't thread together into a 

understanding of society and revolution. Instead 
roll around loose. in the ~ouths of militants prOducing 

illusion of intellectual motion and a misty sense of having a 
'complete' explanation on the tip of the tongue. I hope I've 
said enough to make it clear that the answer to this is not 
threading them together into programmatic rosaries. 

Playtime isn't jargon-free of course, Cllld never will be. The 
difference is ·that we do actively question our own use of it 
(if only by putting inverted conuna!s..!around' 'it' as 'you' 
'might' 'have' 'noticed'). And we genuinely want you lot to 

·do the same. Question it that is, not use comma's. And if 
you're interested but don't understand something challenge us 
to explain - if we can. 

"Their only action is to vacillate. 

If I've been talking a lot about jargon and theory and debate 
it's because I'm talking after all about the problems of produc
ing a magazirie. It's perhaps worth saying however that we 
don't see 'theory' or 'discussion' as a precondition or substitute 
for 'struggle'. Debate is a crucial element in struggle -on it's 
own its not, just pointless, it is impossible. Explosive social 
struggles not. only can but will occur without 'organisations' 
. having given a lead. But unless they take place in the context 
of a sense of where they are going and how, beyond the level 
of gut instincts and reactions; in other words, unless they 
help develop an active debate which involves the mass of the 
participants because it addresses their experiences and sense of 
possibilities - a debate moreover expressed in deeds as well as 
words - then the sort of revolution we 'revolutionaries' want 
to see will not occur. Those of us who know now that we want 
to see, and h~p make, revolution have to be active in waging 
struggle and debate. But revolutionaries aren't specialists who 
can ·distance themselves from 'basic' struggle in order to 
develop advanced insights. 

"Their favourite phtaSe is : not yet ripe for discussion."; 

The basic· struggle for anyone who hates this society starts 
where they are - however insignificant or unrewarding· that 
might seem to be. The ·militant with a solution to every 
problem but their ·own is only the other side of the coin from 
the comfortably placed individual who looks 'elsewhere' for 
struggle because that doesn't threaten that comfort.· At the 
basic level struggle takes specific forms and demands specific 
responses. But once it's understood that your own struggle 
relates to the other struggles in this society - and that only 
attacking the causes·of problems rather than their effects on us 
will make any real difference - it becomes necessary to work 
out how struggles are linked and how they are divided. Only 
with some sense of that does· talk of linking up With others 
struggling in different circumstances have any meaning. That 
in turn means developing some understanding of this society. 
To develop very far it means discussing with other like-~ded 
if not necessarily like-situated people, to go further it must 
take account of what other groups and individuals are saying. 
To make any significant impact on events it must go beyond 
this to developing an active debate amongst those struggling 
against thi!; society who see the need for nothing short of its 
destruction and the collective creation of a better one. 

Playtimes only function in this as far as I am concerned is to 
contribute to what debate there is by making our own views 
known, and proViding a focus for ~s to develop them. But in 
isolation from attempts by others to do the same we can go 
no further than that - indeed its impossible that we could 
sustain our efforts without ourselves succumbing to the 
half measures an~ easy solutions I've been criticising. 

What then do we want you to do? We want you to struggle if 
you are not doing so, and to make what you are doing known 
to other people. If you still have time and want to write stuff 
for Playtime great - but we'd be even more pleased to see 
more papers starting up. And not necessarily involving the 
amount of resources and fluency in advanced theory that we 
try to look as if we have. We'd obviously love to discuss our 
ideas with other people - but by debate we don't mean 
encouraging people . to write to us so we can criticise their 
'incorrect thought'. However we would like to know what you 
think of Playtime -even if its just telling us we're a load of 
rubbish. And of course if you want to help our finances by 
taking a subscription or buying extra copies . . . . 

"But the most beautiful of all doubts 
Is when the downtrodden and despondent raise their heads 

and , 
Stop believing in the strength 
Of their oppressors." (Brecht) 



What IS Workers Playtime stand 
Poor old Workers Playtime ! The miners' strike has certainly 

made you come clean. The latter-day Bolsheviks can carry on 
selling papers, holding meetings, trying to recruit miners to The 
Party, no matter whether the miners lose because the NUM gets 
what it wants, or lose because the NCB and strictly non-
. interfering friends get what they want. Does it matter to 
Militant that their call for a 24-hour general strike was passed 
by? Or to the WRP that the TUC still hasn't got round to 
organising the indefinite General Strike? Building the Party, 
fighting for Marxism in the Labour Movement goes on regard
less. The ICC can develop the 'political avant-garde of the class'; 
the CWO can try to set up their first 'communist kernel' in the 
workplace. The RCP, which got the 'wrong' answer to the ballot 
question in trying so hard to be different, has given up on the 
miners who "remain unconvinced by our approach" : now the 
RCP can concentrate on Preparing for Power. It seems that 
Workers Playtime have given up on the miners as well, but with 
no consolation in party-building : or perhaps the competition 
to invent a new name for a 'Leftist Communist Party' isn't 
just a dig at Wildcat after all! 

The arguments of the first part of Playtime's editorial are : 

1. The NUM controls the strike; only a minority of strikers 
are involved actively. 

2. A face-saving (Scargill's face?) sell-out will be achieved 
(at best?) if nothing changes. Pits will close in exchange for 
better wages, early retirement, shorter hours, or some such 
package. 

3. To get something "better" (unspecified), there needs to be 
a) a more "solid" strike, 
b) an extension of the strike to other workers and 
c) blacking of coal movements by transport drivers. 

4. In the meantime, the miners and their families must b.e kept 
going through food and money collections which go to them 
directly. 

5. "And the growing anger of strikers must be turned in a 
practical direction. Direct links must be forged directly 
between militant pits and regions, and within mining 
communities, so that when one-off closures restart after the 
strike ends, miners in the affected pits have a solidly-based 
confidence in their ability to resist closure, or simply sell 
jobs as dearly as possible . " 

Let's look at all this. Does the NUM control the Hit Squads? 
Does it control all the support groups and relief funds? Does it 

organise the sabotage? Patently not. The NUM controls the 
negotiations, controls the picketing money, is trying to control 
food and money collections. It threatened to discipline and fine 
(! - after 24 weeks on strike) miners who threw bricks at the 
police at Gascoigne Wood. The millers ignored that threat :does 
the NUM control them? If the strike is merely not going to 
work, does the NUM even control it in the sense that it can get 
a return to work? Playtime mentions that some miners have no 
intention of being starved back, but of fighting "to the finish" : 
what is the 'finish'- the face-saving sell-out? communism? or 
are the miners in Playtime's view only capable of the former? 

How can. the miners be defeated? Would it be a defeat for the 
miners to sit it out endlessly and never go back? That is the 
question that arises if you assume "nothing changes". For 
Scargill to sell a face;.saver, a lot has to change. The NCB is 
already offering large sums to pack it in. The state shows no 
inclination to back down at all. The 'drift back to work' is the 
only way this strike looks like ending - which is precisely why 
striking miners have directed such violence at those men going 
in in the North East, Scotland and Yorkshire (and at NCB 
property) to put a stop to this 'drift'. That is precisely why the 
state has devoted such resources, ph~ical and financial, to get 
miners to work, even to get one man into a pit as a symbol. 

Calling for a "more solid strike" implies that in some way 
;vorking miners have to be persuaded (or forced) out. Picketing 
has failed. On May 2nd, 10,000 Yorkshire miners failed to stop 
200 men working at Harworth in North Nottinghamshire. What 
ratio of striking miners to working miners would have succeeded? 
There is simply no way those scab miners will come out~ There 
is no persuasion possible now. If they'd had a national ballot 
and lost they'd probably have demanded a raffle, and if they'd 
lost that ... All the rationality of capitalism is with them - and 
an argument from Playtime (see below). The strike is as solid as 
it can be. 

Until it's clear what they're being asked to support, calls to 
other workers to 'extend' the strike are empty. The call for class 
solidarity regardless of the issues only goes so far (a lot of 
dockers, some railway workers, not a lot of steelworkers.) If 
the strike's about a sectional interest, then for the steelworker 
it's fair game to be against steelworks closing. All six remaining 
:Gwent pits depend on Llanwern steelworks -it's their sole 
customer. The South Wales NUM has deliberately avoided any 
serious picketing of Llanwern or the coke convoys from Port 

On our heads or on our ear? 
Our editorial in the last issue was the object of a good deal of 
debate and rancourbetweeii Playmates. Since it appeared it has 
been the subject of a lot more. Your open letter to us about it 
was doubly welcome. Its helped us to reach conclusions about 
what we see as the deficiencies of the editorial. But it also 
indicated .to us that there was somebody who took what we 
wrote seriously enough to take it apart. 

Your criticisms relate to our arguments about the miners 
strike on the one hand, and to our reasons for producing 
Playtime at all on the other. I'll deal with these two things 
seperately - first with your criticisms of the editorials 
arguments. 

You summarise us as saying that "The NUM controls the 
strike; only a minority of the strikers are involved actively", 

and ask whether we are suggesting the NUM controls the 
initiatives that have come from the strikers and their families 
and communities. As you say, patently not. In the editorial 
we only rather briefly listed the militant initiatives which 
have marked the strike. Not simply the most militant actions 
but the determination and spirit shown by over 100,000 miners 
striking for nine months with the hardship and resistance to 
State violence that has entailed, and the resourcefulness and 
courage it has demanded. Of course the NUM doesn't control 
the initiatives of the strikers - it can only .attempt to channel 
them for its own ends. 

That has been the story of the strike from day one. Scargill and 
the 'militant' faction in the NUM leadership wanted a national 
·strike for their own ends. They were unable to get a 'democ
ratic' mandate for one in a series of votes over the last couple of 



ing in'? A Response to the editorial on the miners strike in Playtime, August 1984 

Talbot beyond a few minor· push and shoves with the police so 
that some miners can let off steam. Ali long as the miners strike 
is just an .'industrial action', it is no use expecting other workers 
to strike for months on end - and most workers know that one
day sympathy strikes are token; ineffective and a stupid way to 
lose money. 

The two sentences quoted above as point 5 really are quite 
remarkable. From discussing the strike as it is, Playtime now 
says 'the strike is over'. But, says Playtime, while this strike is 

still on, strikers must tum their "growing anger", not to winning 
this strike (in whatever terms they might see winning), but to 
preparing themselves for a struggle after this strike. The 
'practical' forging of links is not for any immediate ends, but 
to be kept in reserve for the next struggle: And for what specific 
struggle "must" the miners do this? Why, to fight the next one
off pit closure! Voices off-stage : "But this strike started with 
the one-off closure of Cottonwood." Absolutely. This strike 
here and now, this concrete struggle which is proving so unsatis
factory to so many political groups, is to resist closures. If this 
battle is lost (i.e., pit closures continue), where will the "solidly 
based confidence" come from? From having turned "growing 
anger" into forging direct links? Either this "practical direction" 
will have failed in this strike, or won't even have been tried! 

But that's not all. If this 'practical direction' fails to stop a pit 
closure next year or whenever, it will apparently help miners to 
"sell the jobs as dearly as possible". Well, a lot of cracked heads 
and empty stomachs had to be gone through to get to this. The 
jobs can be sold now. The NCB has the money on the table for 
that, and many miners have got their eyes on it. There's no need 
to struggle to sell the jobs : ·why go through a long, costly strike 
just for that? It's an argument for the scabs. Their calculation is 
to carry on working and get their wages : if their pit stays open, 
all well and good, they've kept their jobs; if their pit closes, 
they1l take the money. Who'll sell the jobs "as dearly as 
possible"? The same people who've been selling them for years 
- the unions, in this case the NUM. In all honesty you ought to 
come right out and say "Miners, you can't win :sell your jobs, 
accept pit closures!'\ That is the real message of your editorial. 

************************************** 

P .S. One last point. "And the growing anger of strikers must 
be turned in a practical direction." How is this 'growing anger' 
showing itself at the moment? Attacks on NCB property, 
attacks on scab transport firms, throwing bricks and stones at 
the police, attacks on police stations, organising hit squads and 
a lot more besides. But for Workers Playtime all this is an 
impractical direction : miners must tum away from all this and 
instead forge links with each other. This is very reminiscent of 
the objections raised by the left to the rioters in 1981 : rioting, 
looting, attacking the police etc., are all impractical, mere 
'anger' ; demanding jobs, joining The Party, voting Labour 
(reading W~rkel'S Playtime?) eta., were practical. 

We received this response to the editorial in our last issue (Aug '84) shortly after it appeared, and this reply was 
written to it in December when we expected this issue to come out. Obviously both the criticism's by Scorcher 
Publications and our reply are a bit out of date. We decided to publish them anyway. Scorcher Publications can be 
contacted at Box 56, 1-0-8 Bookshop, 108 Salisbury Road, Cardiff. 

years. The present strike came about through the initiative of 
the strikers themselves. They responded to the threat to their 
jobs and communities posed not just by the announcement of 
specific closures (Cortonwood etc) but by the announcement of 
McGregors future plans. For the strikers the issue is clear - that 
threat must be stopped. 

If the language used by both the strikers and the NUM is the 
same what is meant by it is rather different. The strikers are not 
primarily interested in the 'Plan for Coal' but in what 
McGregors plan means for the "'future of the industry" in 
concrete terms for them. The 'militant' NUM leadership by 
contrast are interested in "defending our members jobs and 
communities" by ensuring the place of the NUM in determining 
"the future of the mining industry in Britain". The strikers see 
the need for a national strike because no one pit or even region 

can stop the national plan for closures. Scargill and co. see the 
need for a national strike because the argument about the· 
future role of the NUM can't be settled at the level of any 
individual struggle - (at the level of 'isolated' closures, 
specific economic arguments, actual hardship and 
community devastation etc). It can only be won by 
making the political price of the NCB plans too high for 
the NCB & the Government. In those circumstances a new 
'accommodation' with the union over the conduct of future 
industry-wide negotiations would be necessary. Is this what 
the strikers are after? We think not. 

We don't think there would be any disagreement between us 
about the aims of the strikers and the NUM being different. But 
if that is the case an obvious question raises itself. Whose aims 
are currently put forward ? More exactly, since as long as 



unions and workers co-exist it will never be a completely 
black and white distinction, whose aims are predominantly 
at stake. We don't believe that there could be much doubt 
about the answer when we produced the last issue or now. 
It is the NUM's. The strikers have certainly forced the NUM 
to move in directions it wouldn't have chosen. But they are 
not determining the direction of the strike - and not therefore 
its goal. At the moment. 

You ask " ... does the NUM even control (the strike) in the sense 
that it can get a return to work." As things stand it would be 
very difficult to 'sell' a sell- out in the militant regions (S.Wales, 
Yorkshire, Kent etc). However it was our gloomy conviction 
then - and events have if anything reinforced it - that if a new 
round of talks agreed a formula which both the NUM national 
leadership and the delegate conference could accept, they would 
be able to get a majority return to work nationally. It would be 
bitterly resisted by a minority in all areas - perhaps a majority 
in some - but once the strike was no longer national that 
resistance could be isolated and either defused or crushed. Its 
not as if the precedents don't exist. The NCB are not currently 
refusing to negotiate because of any conviction that the NUM 
would be unable to police an agreement. 

In the last week we have seen the delegate conference throw 
out a National Executive motion on strategy towards the 
receivership as too moderate. If that indicates the difficulties 
the 'militant' national leadership face it doesn't alter our belief 
that any deal Scargill puts his name to will probably be accepted 
by the delegate conference. 

However, as yet neither victory nor defeat (or if you prefer 
'victory' or 'defeat'), are on the horizon. What we actually 
wrote was that "the overall direction and control of the 

strike remains firmly in the hands of the NUM executive, and 
the majority of the strikers are not actively involved". 
It would perhaps have been clearer as to what we meant if these 
statements had been put in the correct order. It is because 
the majority of the strikers are not actively involved· that the 
strike remains in the hands of the NUM. You don't challenge 
our assertion that the majority of strikers are not actively 
involved - in other words active in picketing beyond their 
own pits (many not even that), in seeking practical support 
from relevent groups of workers, even in collecting money; 
let alone in the encouraging instances of a more militant resist
ance to NCB manouvres, state violence and treachery in their 
own ranks. There are of course considerable differences between 
regions in this respect -that is part of the problem. For us that 
lack of active involvement by a large number of the strikers is 
the most important element in determining 'victory' or 'defeat'. 

A little further on you read our argument that "for anything 
better than a fAce-saving __sell out 
would need to become more 
working miners should be 
this (as opposed to trying to 
effort. Its what we said ourselves 
"more solid" we simply meant 
participation, to give the strike 
have been put more clearly. 

You paraphrase us as saying " ... 
of being starved back, but of 
"what is the 'finish' - the tac'e-s,avu 
are the miners in Playtime's view 
As you imply communism isn't 
Except of course in the 
struggle since 1848/1871/1914 
the question of 'socialism or ba1rbarist 

We are certainly not suggesting that 
only possible alternative. There are 
- clear defeat of· the strikers and 
ment. And the term sell-out 
with greater or lesser· degrees of 
NUM. What we are saying is that 
direction of the strike in their own 
sought by the NUM is the best 

By direction we don't just mean 
terms the strikers are running the 
the start - we mean determining 
course of the strike. 

You say "The 'drift back to work' 
looks like ending" and "The state 
down at all". But the reason there hasn't been a se~l-out so far 
isn't because of the pressure of the strikers on the NUM, or 
because of Government intransigence. Obviously those are 
important factors, but the determining element remains the fact 
that the hardline factions in charge of the NUM and the NCB 
haven't caved in or lost control of their respective executives. 
Despite rumblings in both camps, and attempts in both cases to 
foment divisions from outside. And despite discontent with 
their performance expressed (as yet privately) by a minority 
within both Government and strikers. 

At this level what there is to be 'won' remains what is on the 
negotiating table. On neither side have the legs been kicked over 
or sawn through. Both leading factions are genuinely hardline 
and both have stciked too much to back down unless forced by 
events or undermined. Its uncommon after many years of 
dominant 'consensus' unionism to see a genuinely 'militant' 
hardline national union leadership. (Hence the difficulty some 
'revolutionaries' have in criticising it for what it is and do~s, 



and the ease with which others have actually supported it.) This 
definition ('hardline"genuine militancy' etc) obviously begs a 
full discussion of whats involved - but the reality so defined 
isn't one of the points at issue between us as far as we can see. 
More familiar is the hardline management style displayed by 
the leading faction in the NCB - not just McGregors own past 
in British ·Steel, but Michael Edwardes and his successors at 
British Ley~d, or in a different way the 'businesslike' manage
ment introduced at British Telecom to prepare for privatisation; 
All were put in by Government as a response to the effects of 
economic crisis· and the needs of state economic pOlicy. The 
severity of the regime at BL reflects the tenninal state of the 
company when Edwardes took over and,the crisis ·in world car 
production. The haniline approach by McGregor & co. in the 
NCB reflects the crucial importance of restructuring the coal 
industry for . state directed energy supply policy. But 'soft' or 
'hard' all are just a choice by the Government of the day as to 
the appropriate tool for carrying out the same job - 'motiv

the parallel bureaucracies of middle 
and breaking entrenched workers 
controlled monopolies can cut costs 

demand. 

miners strike is significant as the first 
hardline factionS in charge of the 

management. So far neither has lost 
pressuring them from behind. At the 
be settled isn't the "Governments right 

of working class power. (Perhaps in 
we should emphasise that we don't see 

which is only expressed through 
of the class opposition that is 

The strike certainly raises these 
no strike has since the "winter_ 'Of 

they have only been raised negatively, 
and they are not - as yet - the issue 
question of how the coal industry is to 

how 'capitalist realities' are going to 
much say the NUM has in that process. 

the questions are still how many 
basis ? On what terms ? 

deznol!ratic negotiation between the NUM & 
de<aeflpcll:ed. The TUC "initiative" seems to be 

mS'Jpar.mtlly desperate attempt to rebuild . 
its 'moderate' constituency. The 

everything on the strike crumbling · 
or spirit) before February, when coal 

the ·level needed to maintain the 
successful crisis containment strategy. 

coal movements and extra generating 
currently running at low levels 

will be necessary. The Governmejlt clearly hope the strike will 
be sufficiently weakened by then to police these movements 
without using politically unacceptable levels of state violence, 
. especially if that is combined With disruption to electricity 
supply in practise. · For the moment they are not· sitting still 
- wherever possible the screws . are slowly being put on the 
NUM leadership which is clearly seen as more of a problem in 
ending the strike than the activities of the strikers. However it is 
not necessary for the Government to escalate things at the 
moment - merely to attempt to contain them. (Indeed they 
have a positive interest in not creating the-sort of incidents that 
might fuel resistance or sympathy in support of the strike, 
which has to be balanced against the need to police existing 
resistance and break the will to struggle). 

The NUM's current interest is in holding the strike 'solid' in _ 
every sense. · Given the relative passivity in the ranks of 'their' 
strikers its necessary to organise (largely symbolic and useless). 
picketing initiatives to maintain a basic momentum of activity, 

alongside the propaganda aimed at keeping morale high and 
ensuring it's channeled towards the 'correct' goals. In addition 
efforts to prevent 'drift back ' have to be made. The aim is to 
keep resistance ticking over until the crucially important time 
when coal stocks run down. Similarly the propaganda efforts· 
put into calling for 'Industrial Action' in support by other 
'trade unionists' are clearly less calculated at producing results 
now than in creating a climate in which direct appeals will bear 
fruit in praqtise, when the ·~battle' starts.on the picket lines 
in a month or two. This is the most the NUM leadership can do 
in support of their strategy since for them to appeal directly to 
other groups of workers beyond making public speeches would 
breach the democratic etiquette amongst trade unions - one set 
of 'laws' the NUM has no intention of flouting. For the strikers 
however this clearly cannot be enough unless they are prepared 
to accept what the NUM wants as 'victory'. 

The NUM is comznitted to a 'last battle' when coal stocks run 
down to the point ·where targets for activity (large coal move
meqts - power stations coming back on to the grid) are created. 
This is certainly the only chance for a "union led victory" along 
the lines of 1972 which might force the NCB to settle. If the 
strikers want more than that they will have to act on their own 
initiative. Indeed its arguable that they would have to do so to 
make the NUM's risky 'all or nothing' strategy work. 

Take rust the question of 'forging links' with other workers. 
The NUM leadership making speeches clearly isn't enough. We 
have argued from the start that - as in any strike - the only 
effective way of calling on solidarity is for the strikers to 
identify the releVant groups of workers (those whose action 
would make the strike bite) and approach them directly. The 
importance of this is only underlined by the shyness and reluc
tance strikers generally display about doing this. (Its always 





BOOT IN' 
COURT TOLD 

olice accuse Scargill 
of clouding the truth 

By T. A. SANDROCK Crime Correspondent 

STATEMENTS by the miners'" demagogic leader" 
that their fight was for the whole working class 

are clouding tbe truth about the part of police 
in the dispute, says the 



pubhcally stuck to rts hne of charnpv.>mng rank-and·l•le mthtancy 
as the way to vvm the stnke . at the same hme as 11 was pnvatety 
concedmg defeat and prcpanng to ·retreat WT1h1n the tradthonal 
organs of the wofk1ng class Both attitudes betr tty .t c..onrempt for 
'ordtnary workers by the way they manage to avo•d talk1ng about 

the real relatJOnshtp between un1ons and sinkers 
Stnco the early weeks of the strike. whiCh was not started on 

the un1on's terms but beqan as an Jnlttahve by m1ners threatened 
wtth 1mmed1ate redundancy. the NUM had suc<:cedcd 1n 
cstabhsh1ng 1ts control over the d~rection of the slt~kn and tn 
llm•llng 11 to stndly defcnswc and retorm1st a1ms even though 
these a1ms have been pusut.-d very m1lrtantty and some-t.mes 
viOlently Bu1 1t should be clear that the stnkers and thetr leaders 
meant dtfferent ttungs by the slogan ·No P11 Closurr-s on Econom~e 
Grounds . and that they were maktng a different s.et of calculations 
about the stnke The Macgrogor plan was bad news lor both the 
mnu~rs and the NUM But factors outs•de the duect control of the 
sinkers, such as nattonal energy pohcy or the aMttude of 
governments to tmpOtt controls. the value of the national currency 
anc1 .;ubs•d•es for nahonah<>f'd tndustnes. are factors upon whtch 
the unton aspres to h.avc a d•rcct tnftuence As middlemen 1n the 
labour market, the un•on ·~ threatened on two fronts . l1rstly. the 
loss ol members. and poss•bly the end of 1ts ncgohat1ng monopoly 
'' prolttable ptts are roturnOO to pnvate ownershtp Secondly. the 
undnrmtntng of tis role as a partner tn the managrng tnumvtrate 
of government, employer and umon. to whtch the NUM became 
accustomed dunng the 1970~ Th1~ has been the real argument 

HowMr Moses 

broke the mould 

bctwoen the NUM and the government. behtnd the rhetonc of 
Honounng the Plan IOf Coal from one sKioe. and ·Management's 
A1ght to Manage· from the other As tar as the unton 1s concerned. 
Plan lor Coal was a sacred document, not so much because rt 
sanchfted particular produchon targets or levels of employment tn 
tho tndustry, as because tl onshnned the pnnctplo of NCB!NUM 
JOint plannmg 

Now the NUM feels rtsclf be1ng ~bowed out. as management 
opts to deal more dtrectly wtlh rts workforce. wh1ch moans pfesslng 
the un•on tnto a more subscrvtent ro6e The htgh em.nence to 
whtch the NUM rose dunng the 70s was the result o! a conJunctton 
ot cucumstances- the lull development of the nah(}("'al power 
gnd. rtstng od pnces. the 1nfancy of nuclear technology - WhiCh 
gave the m1ners a powerful (but temporary) stratogfc weapon 1n 

tho~r ftght tor higher pay. bottor cond1t1ons and securo employment 
The 1dea that the miners possessed 'tradlhonar 1ndustnal mtght 
(as d1sltnct from an excopt1onal degree of rank-and-l1le sohdantyl 
1s nothtng but a lefl1st myth. <lunng the s1xhes. many mtners were 
forced by p•t dosures to move 1n search of work Whtle thts stnke 
was from the umons po1nt ol v•cw a struggle to reg.atn lost strategiC 
ground by torcmg the government to change •ts pnonhes. 1t was 
by no means the NUM s only hne of defence Wh1le the contractiOn 
of the 1ndustry and mass rcdundanc1es would undoubtedly put 
the unton 1n diffi.cutt1es. 11 could still survive as a unton with a 
negollattng monopoly over a smaller workforce tn a technology
tntensllle •ndustry. and surv1vc qu1te well if it could obtam a dosed 
shop among the new laym of techmcal staff wh•ch would be 
created as coal productton came under computcnscd. tntegrated. 
automated m1ne operating systems But to make lhts transrtl()n. r1 
would need thP. mnsent and ass•stance of manaqcmont. and. 
ulttmatety. governments The pomt IS that whether the un•on 
wears •ts militant face or tts bureaucrattc face accord1ng to the 
moment, 1t IS an organrsahon wh1ch has to adapt to chang1ng 
cap·llahst pnonties Wh1le tt may choose to use workers' struggles 
to try and change those pnonhes. the workers themselves are 
engaged 1n an endless and fundamental struggle agatnst the 
•mphcattons of capttahst mahty •tself 

Strtk.1ng mmers must have known. as the un1on docs. that 1t 
1sn t a quest ton tn the end or whether the •ndustry •s restructured 
rather of how and when The Macgregor plan meant mass 

sacktnqs. p1t Vlllagc-s bf'1nq Corbytsed. commurultt~s hrok.en up. 
m1ners forced to be rnorP IIPxt~<' more · respon:-.tvt• to the nP.f"'(ts 
ot th(> •ndustry Theu c~-slclJI.thon was that thiS could be hek:1 off 
lor .11 lea~l a few years and rndny sinkers must have had an eye 
on the ~X)SSibtlty ot th(> qovernment reth1nktng 1ts ~nt:"rgy policy 111 

fcwour of coal It was a1w.1ys a long shot To f('HlSiah• c1omesttcally
produced coal as the cmmtry·s prtmary energy source, the 
qovprnment would l1ave to h«~ persuaded by a11 ovt~rwtmlm1ng 
cornhtnaflon of poht1cal .md econom1c pressures As 11 ts. Bnhsh 
coal-. sudden attrachvcncss on pnce IS thf' rPsult of J. ~terhnq 

crtsts wlll(.:h probably wont last long. Even 1t 1! <1oC's. other 
corlSJderattOfl!:i rnake a m•tr:H ct'!anqe of t.~phas•-. ttnhkcly The 
C f GB s plans to expand •h nudear gener a!lng capaoty ha:ve run 
1nto a number of problems l>ut <1unng the ~tflkt' nuclear power 
has met up to 20•'\, of the total demand for elednutv 1 as compa.red 
wtth :t':'·c. at the t•me of the 19/4 stnke) for the future. nudear 
power looks set to furthm undermine coal's prf' em111ence The 
a1m of the government and crGB is to create 11 mow broadly 
based generating 1ndustry us1ng a number of d1ffercnt 
lf'chno1og1es whtch wouLd be less vulnerable to pohhcal pressures 
arl<1 fluctuations tn the pnce and ava•lab1hty ol fuels from drfferent 
~XHCCS 

Atquments from some quarters on the !·eft-that the stnke and 
1ls eHocts have set the coal tndustry so tar back as to make the 
Mar.gregor plan redundant anyway--feprosented feeble attempts 
to construct cap1tahst-sound1ng reasons for lott1ng the sinkers off 
the hook They were also. tndtrodly, an adm•sston that any victory 

By the end of 1M last year, 
North Dert>nhire was being 
pmmoted by the NCB as the 
bamme-r of the N'tJM.. as each 
weet large numbers or mine
worke:r"$ returned to work. 

tl'r Moses bad bro-en the 
mould; others. who had at best 
doubted his tactic, were now 

foUowina. 
He was camul, througbo 

the mont111 of ea,iolillg his m 
back to work., never to a.tta 
the union ... l've never OJ>pos 
the unjon "' an idea ; rve . 
ways &aid, and I've meant 
t hat it Is to our advantage 
have a stron.a union proper 

on the tSSue of prt dosures woul<:l have been temporary 
Barnng a suckten gtobal detenoration of uramum stocks, all oil 

evaporatmg ovem~ht. world revolution or some such natural 
dtsaster, k>ng-term restructunng wtll almost certainly mean a 
permanent reduct•on of the workforce in the mtn1ng tndustry. 
whether this strike had beon won or lost. It has almady happP.OAd 
tn stool. shipbuilding. the docks. the railways (and 1n coal m•n•ng 
ttsell. though •n a stead•er way. over the last th1rty-hve years.) 

Clearly. the NUM will need to be consulled •ather than exduded 
from thts process. and th•s w11t mean provmg tls abthty to pohce 
dtstastcful agreements As long as the stnke continued. and 
maybe lor a \-Ytule to come. the umon couki play hard-to-get. But 
tl 11 wants to surviVe at all as a nattonal organ1sa1ton. the NUM 
wtll have to negot•ato and help 1mplement Coal Board pohcy-th1s 
yoar. next year or in ten yoars· lime. It can have no other role. It 
ts prec1sely the question of thetr own polrtlcal surv•val. of what 
part thoy can play tn the future management of the coaJ •ndustry 
and 1ts workforce. whtch now exerCises the m1nds of the NUM 
h1gh -ups Thas •s whom the d•f1erent interests and pnorrt1es of 
stnktng mtners and uneon funchonanes realty becomes apparent 

That IS, if it wasn·t already apparent from the NUM s conduct 
before last Marctl The left had already got 1ts hngers bumt tw•ce 
when 11 had tried to 1nJI1ate stnkes by holding nat1onal stnke ballots 
Both t•mes, rt had failed to get the required maJonty. It was not a 
matter of the leadership prov1ng Itself to be more m1lltant than 
the rank -and-file: ne1ther was tt a matter of the rank-and-ftle 
provmg themselves to be clever strateg•sts. b•dtng thetr bme. Tho 
d1Herence between Ma• ch 1984 and the NUM s two prev•ous 
embarrassments was that thts stnke was started and consohdated 
by the m.ners themselve~ 

ltkc most mass stnkes that start 1n thiS way. the acbon was 
un· and even antl·democrahc, tn the sense that the stnke was 
begun by a m1nonty and was spread, at least '" the early weeks. 
loss by formal dectston-mak1ng. voting and headcounttng than by 
force of d~rect persuasiOn and example Dunng tho oar1y days of 
tho strtke. m~ners at some pets which had democratically voted 
aga1n5t stnktng changed thetr m1nds after moot1ng stnkers from 
othef ptts and areas on the p1cket hnes. and stayed out (for 
1nstance. 1n the South Wales area and at Ash.ngton 1n 
Northumber1and ) Later. th1s stnke movement was c•osed down 



led ... 

both physically (by the police) and politically (by the NUM, with 
its strategy of area-by-area balloting.) 

Both the NUM executive and the strikers resisted pressure for 
a national ballot during the early weeks of the strike, though for 
different reasons. For active strikers, it was an obvious waste of 
time and energy, sine as far as they were concerned the strike 
was already on. For the union, it was a question of turning a 
rash of walkouts into a de facto official national strike, run by 
NUM officials on the ground and firmly harnessed to the ambitions 
of the national union. This meant that some democratic proceedure 
would have to be gone through, as a means of bringing the strike 
under the formal control of the national and local NUM and 
swinging it behind a set of negotiable demands on the union's 
terms. As the union correctly said, government pressure for a 
national strike ballot was aimed at formally dividing the strike in 
the hope of exhausting the energies of the strikers at an early 
stage. We would say that the NUM's attempts to justify the strike 
in a slightly different set of democratic terms was no less 
opportunistic, since it was aimed at recuperating that same energy. 
Apart from shifting the initiative into the hands of the union, the 
strategy of holding area-by-area ballots succeeded in formally 
isolating the minority of strikers in areas like Nottinghamshire and 
Leicestershire, and gave a ready-made alibi to the scabs in those 
areas. In general, we would say that any and all democratic 
practises are a hindrance to workers in struggle, although they 
are a powerful weapon in the hands of those who would suppress, 
divert or neutralise them. 

He has stayed in touch with 
the area union leadership in 
Chesterfield, and though the re

~lationships are understandably 
cooi, the two sides have been 

""'lble, in recent times, to sort 
Dllt iadividual cases of hardship. 

however, in persuading the 
Derbyshire NUM, to encourage 
the branch secretaries to go 
back to work and to give the 
leadership to their men once 
more : but he is adamant that 
he would prefer the elected 
leadership to any unofficial 
" working miners " leadership He has been unsuccessful; 

Further emphasising this division is the fact that in 1979 the 
NUM agreed to the introduction of differential bonus schemes, 
under which miners at highly profitable pits earn much more 
money than miners at older pits which have not attracted as 
much investment and where productivity is therefore lower. 

The question of why the miners' strike failed to spark off a 
wave of sympathetic actions, and why it did not apparently give 
encouragement to other groups of workers to pursue their own 
demands, must also be seen in terms of the aims and context of 
the strike. 

From the beginning, the NUM and the left couched their 
arguments in terms of 'honouring agreements signed by Mrs. 
Thatcher herself', 'protecting the British coal industry from heavily
subsidised foreign competition', in terms of 'fighting for the right 
to work' and 'keeping jobs down the pits for future generations'. 
These arguments may have .. had some appeal for Labour 
traditionalists and liberal bleeding hearts, but they were hardly 
calculated to raise th'e temperature of the class struggle. Of course, 
we would not expect the union to pitch its propaganda at any 
other level than social patriotism and attachment to the job. Many 
of the strikers would put their case differently in private, where 
it's alright to say they couldn't care less whether there's a pit to 
go back to any more, and the last thing they want is to see their 
children working as coalminers. But in public, even the most 
militant strikers have allowed the union to speak for them, on its 
OV>{n terms. So it's little wonder if other workers have used this as 
an excuse for treating the miners' strike as if it were a purely 
sectional dispute which had nothing to do with them. Why should 
other workers support the demand for unconditional guarantees 
of employment in the coal industry, especially if such a demand 
conflicts with their own interests at a similar level? (the future of 
the steel industry, for instance?) As one power station worker 
said, the CEGB has been shutting down old power stations for 
years-he'd worked at a string of others before ending up at 
Fawley. What was so different about coal mines? 

N'b amount of abstract appeals to 'stand by your class' and 
'fight for basic human dignities' are enough to change such 

which might arise - as it has 
in neighbouring Nottingham
shire. 

"I've never given any pri
vileges to the working miners' 
gro~s. The niost they got is 
a day off without pay to ·attend 
to their business. I don't want 
a class of leadership between 

them and the elected officials
thmigh if the me~ elected 
different officials after the 
strike, .that's up to them." 

Mr Moses has come through 
one of the most difficult man· 
agement tasks any manager in 
any industry could have antici
pated. He is oow undeTstand· 

ably pleased with himself: and 
it is certain that others are too. 
Together with a handful of 
other area directors-Michael 
Eaton, the North . Yorkshiht 
director, who was handed the 
potentially poisoned chalice of 

tough Scots director, and John 
Northanl, the North N<lttin?· 
hamshire director, :Mr Moses is 
in line for higher things. He 
has shown the much-vaunted 
commod1f! l)f entrepreuneuriat 
flair in adversity-and when 
his chairman and the Cabin6t 
look round for senior. appoint· 

. being the Board's communica
tions chief; Albert Wheeler, the 

The NUM was taking a calculated risk when it decided to go 
for a national strike last March. On previous occasions it had, in 
fact, deliberately suppressed strike movements against pit closures 
because it thought it would be unable to turn them into the kind 
of strike it wanted, on the terms it wanted. In 1983, it ignored an 
80% strike vote in South Wales, while Yorkshire officials dissuaded 
miners at the new Selby'super-pits' from striking in sympathy. In 
Scotland, a strike and sit-in at Kinneil was pacified by Mick 
McGahey in person. · 

Again, this was not because the union had decided to reveal 
itself as the deadly enemy of the workers, but in line with the 
different priorities of the national NUM. When the NCB's March 
closure plan was announced, and was met with immediate 
walkouts, the NUM judged that both the severity of the closure 
programme and the strength of the response would be sufficient 
to sustain a unified official strike which could be directed at forcing 
the government and NCB to negotiate on their future plans for 
the industry, in terms favourable to the NUM. They hadn't done 
their groundwork very well: the pit closure programme would 
affect different areas very differently, and while there is no perfect 
correlation between the militancy of miners at individual pits and 
the immediate prospects for those pits under the NCB's p!an, the 
unanimity of the strikers in (for instance) Kent and South Wales 
clearly related to the seriousness of the threat posed to jobs and 
to the quality of life in general. The failure oi the strike in 
Nottinghamshire has nothing to with any 'scab tradition', and 
everything to do with the fact that Nottinghamshire is a profitable 
coalfield which will attract heavy investment in the future, with 
the (relatively) good chance of alternative local employment even 
if one or two pits were to close, and with the relatively dispersed 
nature of the mining 'communities' in those areas. 

attitudes. That is why, in spite of miners support groups appearing 
all over the country arranging workplace meetings, visits to pit 
villages, collections of food and money, and generally trying to 
whip up support, the miners' strike did not 'pose the question of 
class power': why limited sympathy actions among workers on 
the railways, in the docks and at power stations were so easily 
isolated; why the identification of other workers with the miners' 
struggle stayed at an emotional level, where it existed at all; why 
solidarity has been expressed indirectly, rather than directly. 

The end of this miners' strike is not the end of the struggle, 
for the miners or anyone else. The strike will not have brought 
revolution any nearer, but then can any limited, defensive struggle 
do that? On the other hand, it's no use complaining about the 
'limitations' of defensive or reformist struggles-by definition, any 
action which is not aimed a! destrying capitalism is going to be 
limited, because it cannot result in any lasting gain, and can only 

• end with a resumption of business as usual. We are all compelled 
to take up 'limited' struggles every day of our lives, usually on 
our own, sometimes collectively. 

Nevertheless, such struggles begin from a refusal to accept 
capitalist misery, or to live our lives in a way which is 
congenial to capitalism. It is this refusal, at the heart of the 
miners' strike and every other proletarian struggle, which we 
can identify as the basis of class unity. The fact that it has 
been expressed collectively by large numbers of strikers 
and others in the mining communities, for so long and with 
such intensity, is why the miners' fight has been and 
continues to be so important for anyone who wants 
revolution. 



-" -Pickets at Betteshanger, Kent 813185-five days after the mass return to work 

"Society does not develop in a continuous way, free from setbacks, but through conflicts· 
and antagonisms. While the working class battle is widening in scope, the -enemy's 
strength is increasing. Uncertainty about the way to be followed constantly and repeatedly 
troubles the minds of the combatants; and doubt is a factor in division, of internal quarrels 
and, conflicts within the workers' movement. 

"It is useless to deplore these conflicts as creating a pernicious situation that should 
not exist and which is making the working class powerless. As has often been pointed 
out, the working class is not weak because it is divided; on the contrary, it is divided 
because it is weak. And the reason why the proletariat ought to seek new ways is that 
the enemy lias strength of such a kind that the old methods are ineffectual. The working 
class will not secure these ways by magic, but through a great effort, deep reflection, 
through the clash of divergent opinions and the conflict of impassioned ideas. It is 
incumbent upon it to find its own way, and precisely therein is the raison d'etre of the 
internal differences and conflicts. It is forced to renounce outmoded ideas and old chimeras,
and it is indeed the difficulty of this task that engenders such big divisions." 


